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WEEKLY KENTUCKY NEW ERA.
$1.00 A YEAR. HOPKINSVILLE, KENTUCK
Y. FRU) k.V. JUNE 15, 1894.
VOLUME XXIV. NO. 51
What is
Caetoria is Dr. Samuel Pitcher's prescription for Infanta
and Children. 11 contains neither opium, Morphine or
other Narcotic subetatrice. It is n harmless substitute
for Paregoric. Drops, Soothing yrope, anal Castor OH.
It IS PIO7thillut, Its guerantee is thirty years' use by
Millions of ilothees. Costoriodoetroyil Worms and allay*
feverishness. Castoria prevents vomiting Sour Curd,
ewes Diarrhera an.! Wind Colic. Caeteria relit:omit
teething troubles, cure* constipation lied flattileneT.
tagtorta aratatilataa the ft„,d, evigulatee the stomach
and bowels, giving healthy mod natured sloop. Ow
torts la the Chtldrati's Pietteuteve.- Machetes letlestel.
Castort a.
ettesseela leas aseeleas worth ifte roe chu-
b.. Leere ears tereaseety tem is. a a.
ewe loess apoe Leer eaceen."
Dd. Q. 0. Orme.
Lovett, Baas.
• Caste.e. a use wet weedy roe oedema of
a.A.n acqa•ItOSad- I hope ti.o..1.4y is not
far diassat when mothers will etniel..te. tht, real
of ti,,kr ,thilaren, end um slastoria in-
stead 4 the earicsat (pack solariums 'Mai ars
histroytng their loved ones. by forcing ovum.
sorptuns, suorlung syrup and other hurvflal
wawa slows their throats, thereby seudisig
I an so prsonattus graves."'
Da. .f. r. Enscsatoe,
Ooemey, Art.
Cantoria.
.t.aintata is *. awl•SAW mit &hat
I sereenearel s M_44e we wear perersieue
knows se we."
El. a. Lams& N. D..
III SO. °Vont isrootira, F. Y.
our phenol.= an the children's depeaS
meet 6...e spoken highly of tbs.! a:wee
vacs in their ouhude prectwe C Lb ougons.
aud although we only have ra.onit o'z
auppliee what hi Imre° *4 regular
product& yet we are h'es to confess that the
merits of 'Astoria haa .on is ea kook web
favor epee It
Unman Rosorrst, AND DterciMART.
Batton, MKS,
EL..= C. Sims. Pres..
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Ferd Schmit, Agt,
Some-
thing New Every Week! Call and See Them. Terms Cash!
Ribb mas! Flowers and Feathers! Beautiful Laces! All
Sorts of Pretty Trimmings! Prophicies for Summer! 
Ms: Ada Layne, Cor 9 & Main Sts.
Latest Novelties in Millinery.
The Freshest Fashion! Attractive Straw Goods! Plu-
teams and Dress Hats! New Sailor Shapes! Magnificent
Grand Bargains!
4 GORMAN & SON
Have a large and complete line
of Spring and Summer Suitings
at prices aS low as the lowest.
Satisfaction guaranteed. Call
and see them.
NO. 22, EAST NINTH ST. Jni;',I=0.,
The Finest Millinery
: AT COHEN'S. :
inest Hats of all kinds. Come
at once and get your bargains.
Morris Cohen,
Main St., next door to 1st National Bank.
SAMUEL HODGSON
Manufacturer and Imprter of
Italian Marble Tablets
n d tatuery. Scotch,
Sweed and the most
desirable E as t e rn
Granite monuments.
) years experience enables ul to say we lead
in this section in our line. None but the best
material used. Mr. F. M. Whitlow is our solici-
tor for work.
T. Ds HALVSLRY. M. 7.
 KIISTIE.
People's Warehouse,
HANBERY & SHRYER, Prop'rs.
Railroad St., Between Tenth & Eleventh,:
ICY
Careful attention given to sampling and selling all tobacco consigned 
to
as. Liberal advances on tobacco in istore. Gooti quarters for team
s and
eantsteri. All tobacco insured unless otherwise instructed.
W. G. Wilk:ELEV. it. sA.XecN, Bookkeeper. .11.1RN N. MILLS
WHEELER, MILLS & CO.,
Totano Wareliousem ag Commission illeropaRts
AND GRAIN DEALERS.
*PROOF WAREHOUSE. ROSSELLVILLEAND RAILROADSTREES, ROPKINSViLLE, KY.
Liberal Advance on Consignments. Allr'obacco gent soi covered by In
surance.
}MKT H.ABEKNATHY.
ABE NATHY GAIIIi4"T
TotEczAL ommipollE22114
- ?TAT SEA.
- V. DR. TALMAG2'3 SUBJECT WAS
"THE EXCITED GOVERNOR."
- --
The Apomtle tirent tioquenee liefore
Felix Clinging to Their In. ••(... Thy
W.y For Thlw Time" — The Convenient
SraMMI li Now.
Eit)oKt-vs, Juno 10.—Rev. Dr. Tal-
mage, who is now speeding across the
Pacific to Honolulu on his round the
world journey, has selected as the sub-
ject for sermonic discourse through the
press today "The Excited Governor,'
the text being taken from Acts xxiv,
2."): "Felix trembled 1 answered.
lo thy way for this time. When I have
eunvenient season. I will call for
thee."
A city of n:arblo was Catscrea--
wharvee of marble, houses of marble,
templas of tnarblat This biting the or-
dinary architecture of the place, you
may imagine poniethiug of the splendor
of (inventor Felix's mildews,. In a
room of that Wave, floor teariellated,
windows curtained, ceiling fretted, the
Muth, motet ntlitireit with Teleran put'.
plai stattive 511.1 philtre* and owe,
me a very lark complexioned man
of the name a if Ft lix, anal beanki him 11
woman of extratirtlintary bounty, whom
he hail melee ty breskitair up namither
alone-Ale circle. Slat, WW1 only 144 years
ut We.* primmer by birth, and unwitting.
ly waiting for her doom—that of being
buried alive in the ashes and scoriae of
Mount Vesuvius, which in sudden erup-
tion one day put an end to herabomina-
tions.
V:ell, one afternoon Drwrilla, seated
In the palace, weary with the magnifi-
cent stupidities of the place, gays to
Felix: "You have a very distinguished
prisoner, I believe, of the name of
Paul. Do you know he is one of my
country-tnen? I should very much like
to see him, and I should very much like
to hear him speak, for I have heard so
much about his eloquence. Besides that
the other day, when he Was being tried
in another room of this palace and the
windows were open, I heard the ap-
plause that greeted the speech of Law-
yer Tertullus as he denounced Paul.
Now, I very much wish I could hear
Paul !Teak. Won't you let me hear
him speak?" "Yes, " said Felix, "1 wilL
I will order him up now from the
guardroom."
Pears Great Sermon.
Clank, clank, cornea a chain up the
marble stairway, and there is a shuffle
at the door, and in comes Paul, a little
old man, prematurely old through ex-
Pogore, only 60 years of age, but look-
ing as though he were 80. He bows
very courteously before the governor and
the beautiful woman by his side. They
say: "Paul, we have heard a great deal
about your speaking. Give us now a
specimen of your eloquence." Oh, if
there ever was a chance for a man to
allow off, Paul had a chance there! He
might have harangued them about Gre
chin art, about the wonderful water-
works he had seen at Corinth, about
the Acropolis by moonlight, about pris-
on life in Philippi, about "what I saw
in Thessalonica" about the old mythol-
ogies, but "No!" Paul said to himself,
•'I am now on the way to martyrdom,
and this man and woman will soon be
dead, and this is my only opportunity
to talk to them about the things of
eternity."
And just there and then there broke
in upon the scene a peal of thunder. It
was the voice of a judgment day speak-
ing through the words of the decrepit
apostle. As that grand old missionary
proceeded with his remarks the stoop
begins to go out of his shoulders, and
he rises up, and his countenance is illu-
mined with the glories of a future
life, and his shackles rattle and grind
as he lifts his fettered arm and with
It hurls upon his abashed auditors the
bolts of God's indignation. Felix grew
very white about the lips. His heart
beat unevenly. He put his hand to his
brow as though to stop the quickness
and violence of his thoughts. He drew
his robe tighter about him, as under a
sudden chilL His eyes glare, and his
knees shake, and as he clutches the side
of his chair in a very paroxysm of terror
he orders the sheriff to take Paul back
to the guardroom. "Felix trembled and
said: Go thy way for this time. When
I have a convenient season, I will call
for thee."
A young man came one night to our
services, with pencil in hand, to carica-
ture the whole soeue and make mirth of
thee* who should express any anxiety
about their souls, but I met him at the
door, his face very white, tears running
down his cheek, as he said, "Do you
think there is any chance for me?" Fe-
lix trembled, and so may God grant it
may be so with others.
Clinging to Their Sins.
I propose to give you two or three
reasons why I think Felix sent Paul
back to the guardroom and arleorneel
this whole subject of religion. The first
reason was, he did not want to eive up
his sins. He looked around. There was
Drusilla He knew that when he be-
oune a Christian he must send her back
to Azizus, her lawful husbaud, and he
said to himself, "I will risk the destruc-
tion of my immortal soul sooner than
I will do that." How many there are
now who cannot get to be Chrietiato
because they will not abandon their
sins! In vain all their prayers and all
their churchgoing. You cannot keep
these darling sins and win heaven, and
now some of you eel have to decide
between the wine cup and unlawful
amusements and lascivious gratifica-
tions' on the one hand and eternal sal-
vation on the other.
Delilah sheared the locks of Samson;
Salome danced Hercel into the pit;
Drosilla blocked up the way to heaven
for Felix. Yet who' I present the sub-
ject now I fear that some of you will
say: "Not quIte yet. Den't be so pre-
cipitate in your demands. I have a few
tickets yet that I have to use. I have a
few engagements that I must keep. I
want to stay a little longer in the whirl
of fevinictielitiffiws of
unclean laughter, a few more steps on
the road to death, and then, sir, I will
listeu to what you say. 'Go thy way fur
this time. When I have a convenient
season, I will call for thee.' "
Another reason why Felix sent Pant
to the guardroom and adjourned this sub-
ject was he was so very busy. In ordi-
nary times he found the affairs of state
absorbing, but those were extraordinary
times. The whole land was ripe for in-
surrection. The Sicarii, a band of amas-
sing, were already prowling around the
palace, anal I suppose he thought. "I
.ant attend to religion while I am so
erc wet by affairs of state." It was
misname among tetner Minns allia• a woog
his soul. and I suppose there are thou-
sands of people who are not children of
God because they have so much busi-
ness. It is business iu the store—losses,
gains, unfaithful employees.
.Go Thy Way For This Time."
It is business in your law office--sub-
peenag, writs you have to write out, pa-
pers you have to file, arguments you
have to make. It is your medical pro-
fession, with its broken nights and the
eehatuaed anxieties of life hanging
upon your treatment. It is your real (*-
tato office, your business with landlords
and tenauts and the failure of men to
meet their obligations with you. Aye,
with some of those who are here it is
:he annoyance of the Litchi and the
ening room, and the parlor—the wear-
ing economy of trying to meet large ex-
peuwe with a small income. Ten thou-
and voices of "business, lambasts, loud-
mrs" thou 11 the voice of the eternal
Spirit, silencing the voice of the advanc-
ing judgment day, overcoming the voice
of eternity, and they eaenot hear; they
eannot listen. They say, "Co thy way
for this time." Verne Of you leek upon
your woes, look upon your profession,
you look upon your memorandum books,
and you see the demands that are made
this very week upon your time and your
patience IIIP1 your mouey, end while I
A1U entreating you about your bout and
H OPKINsirI LLE . 
th
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KYedeuger precrasti nution you gay:
I"Go thy was, 1.4' thee time. When I hal c
eeeeeteeeeee ----eroer. • -
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la Voilt ,111C1...t....:1Soi., . ' ..1. ...1tV.
Oh, till:.:, why bo i.o,la rud about llio
afiairs of this t:orlii a o cit:eh ii.ore than
about the at.'airs of a l'A mu: ? Do you not
know that wlitat deatli eta:a s you will
have to Flop business, Vneigh it be in
the most exacting periisl of it—between
the payment of the nionty wad the titl-
ing of the receipt? The moment he
comes you will have to go. Death
waits for no wan, however high, how-
ertg. low. Will vou put your office,
trill you put your -hop in comparison
with the affairs if ILI eternal world,
affairs that involve thrones, palaces,
dominions eternal? Will you pnt 200
acres of ground lig:duel immensity?
Will you put 40 or r,o years of your
life against millions of ages? Oh, Felix,
you :night better pustpnoe tivarything
else, for de you not know that the up•
holstering of Tyrian purple in your pel-
met will fedi, 1111.1 I lit. marble lihicks of
Caesarea will crumble, atei the breakwa-
ter at the beach, made of great blocks
of stone 60 feet long, must give way
before the perpetual wash of the Rea,
but the redemption that Paul offers; you
will Ix t fi Dreyer? Atel yet and yet and
yet you wave hint Istek to tile gititril•
none saying! "Go thy way fie this
time, When I Mixt; a tsitaxettleut ieto
eon, 1 will veil for thee,"
The Verne of Mrs.
Again, Felix sietotirued this imbeeet
of religiun and put lift Peel'. urgunierit
be/laurel lie oathl taut got. tip the latin•
org of the wield. He was afraid ranee
bow he would be comprotnimud itiwool,f
In this matter. Remarks he made after-
ward showed him to be intensely ambi-
none. Oh, how he hugged the favor of
went
I never saw the honors of this world Au
their hollowness and hypocrisy so much
as in the life and death of that wonder-
ful man, Charles Sumner. As he want
toward the place of burial, even Inde-
pendence hall in Philadelphia asked
that his remains stop there on their way
to Boston. The flags were at half mast,
and the minute guns on Boston com-
mon throbbed after his heart had ceased
to beat. Was it always so? While iv-
lived, how censured of legislative reso-
lutions; how caricatured of the picto-
rials; how charged with every motive
mean and ridiculous; how all the urns
of scorn and hatred and billingsgate
emptied upon his head; how, when
struck down in senate chamber, there
were hundreds of thousands of people
who said, "Good for him; servos him
right:" how he had to Put the ocean
between him and his maligners that he
might have a little peace, and how,
when he went off sick, they said he was
broken hearted because he could rot
get to be president or secretary of state!
0 eummonwaeilth of Massachusetts,
who is that man that sleeps in your pub-
lic hall covered with garlands and
wrapped in the stars and stripes? le
that the man who, only a few months
before, you denounced as the foe of re-
publican awl democratic institutions?
Is that the same man? Ye American
people, ye could not by one week of fu-
_term! ettlogium and newspaper leaders,
which the dead senator could neither
read nor hear, atone for 25 years of
maltreatment and caricature.
When I We a man like that, pursued
by all the hounds of the political kennel
eo long as he lives and then buried an-
der a great pile of garhuids Said amid
the lamentations of a whole oaten, 1
say to me,elf: What an unutterably
hypocritical thing is all human ap-
plause and all human favorl You took
25 years in trying to pull down his
fame and then take 25 years in trying
to build his monument My friends,
was there ever a better commentary on
the hollowness of all earthly favor? If
there are young men who read this who
Sri' postponing religion in order that
they may have the favors of this world,
let me persuade them of their complete
folly. If you are looking forward to
gubernatorial, senatorial or presidential
chair, let me show you your great mis-
take.
Can it be that there is now any young
man saying: "Let me have political
office, :et me have some of the -high
positions of trust and power, and then
I will attend to religion, but not now.
'Go thy way for this time. When I
have a ceuvenient season, I will call
for thee!'"
And now my subject takes a deeper
tone, and it shows what a dangerous
thing is this deferring of religion.
When Paul's chain reified down the
marble stairs of Felix, that was Felix's
last chance for heaven. Judging from
his character afterward, he was repro-
bate and abandoned. And so was Dru-
silla.
One day in southern Italy there was
a trembling of the earth, and the air
got black with smoke intershot with
liquid rocks, and Voinvitur rained upon
Drtuella and upon her son • horrible
tempest of ashes and fire. They did not
reject religion. They only put it off.
They did not understand that that day,
that that hour when Paul stood before
them, was the pivotal hour upon which
everything was poised, and that it tip-
ped the wrong way. Their convenient
season came when Paul and his guards-
man entered the palace. It weut away
when Paul and his guardsman left.
Have you never won inen waiting for a
convenient season? There is such a
great fascination about it that, though
von may have great respect to the truth
Or cnrist, yei riumenow liacte an su yuu.
soul the thourebt: "Not quite yet. It is
not time for me to become a Chris-
tian." I gay to a boy, "Seek Christ."
He says: "No: Wait until I get to be a
young man." I say to the young man,
"Seek Christ." He says, "Wait until I
come to iniallife." I meet the SUI110 per-
son in midlife, and I gay, "Seek
Christ." He says, "Wait until I get
old." I meet the same person in old
ago and say to him, "Seek Christ."
He says, "Wait until 1 aui on my dying
bed." I am called to his dying couch.
His last moments have come. I bend
over the couch and listen for his late
words. I hate partially to graces what
they are by the motion of his lips, he is
so feeble, but rallying himself he whis-
pers until I can hear him say, "1—ani
—waitiug—f or—a — more--couveuient
—season," and he is gone!
Now la the Thine.
I can V.:11 roll when your convenient
season will coma I can tell you the
year. It will be 1694. I can tell you
what kind of a day it will be. It will
be the Sabbath day. I cau tell you what
hoar it will be. It will be between 8 ane
10 o'clock_ In other words, it is now.
Do you ask me how I know this is yew
convenient season? I know it because
you are here, und because the Holy
Spirit is here, awl because the eltet sons
and daughters of God are praying tot
your redesuptiou. Ah, I know it is you!
convenient season becutu.e sonic of you.
like Felix, tremble as all your past life
'wines upon you with its sin, and all the
future life conies upon you with its ter-
ror. This night air et :mien! with torch
es to show you up or to show you down.
It is rustling with wings; to lift you
into light or smite you into despair, and
there is a rughing to awl fur, and a
Aug rigainet the door of your souls with
a great thunder of euiphartis, tilling you,
Now, new is the beet time, as it may
be the only time."
May God Almighty forbid that any of
you, my brethren or sisters, act the part
of Felix and Drusilla and put away this
gma-at subject. If you an. going to be
saved ever, why not begin tonight?
Throw down your sins and take the
Lord's pardon. Christ has been tramp-
ing aft. c you teeny a day. An 'radian
and a white Mali became Christians.
The Indian, alireet as soon as he heard
the gospel, believed and was Keyed, but
the white man struggled on in darkness
for a long while before he found light
After their peace in Christ the white
man said to the Indian, "Why was it
that I was kept so lung in the dark-
ness and you immediately found peace?"
The indiall n-plied: "I will tell you. A
prince coulees along, and he offers you a
coat You look at your coat, and you
gay, 'My coat is good enough,' and you
refuse his offer, but the prints) conies
along, and he offers me the coat, and I
look at my old blanket, and I throw that
away arid take his offer. You, sir,"
continued the Indian. "are clinging to
your own rigtiteonsiat sit, you tail, you
are good enough, and you ktep your
own rightconneta. hut I have it thing,
nothing, end so when Jome offers urn
pardon aud peace I ehuply take it. "
My reader, wily not Low throw away
the wuniout bhuiket of your sin ;unl
take tho robe of a Saviour's righteous-
ness—a robe so white, so fair, so lus-
trous, that no fuller on earth can whit-
en it? 0 Shepherd, tonight tring
home the lost sheep( 0 Father, to-
uigbt give A welcotuiug kOis to the wan
prodigal! 0 friend of Lazarus, tonight
break down the door of the sepulcher
and say to all the-so dead sands as by ir-
resistible fiat: ''Livid Live!"
—
Hew About the Clever Woman?
The clever wuniaul What is to be-
come of her? If you huve the tutenees
of huuuinity at heart, you will try, to
And out if there is any hope for her, fur
they say she is multiplying every day at
such a rate that her class will goon form
very large perenitage of that human-
ity you protons to study. Fur my part I
feel very marry fur her. Not ugly ham
she livt.11 reseed a "drug ou the nuirket"
—Noy being millet a drugl—but a lot
of other heel bailee, nue only a few
weeks eget that Prefteelianal Woman's
league parteed a tutruiliwnia verdict on
bar aaf" untunrriatreable I" They broke It
Iii her molly Dili way: "That twain),
wartime (Auntie marry a 1141111 menially
her inferier." It be the lethality man
who is in the poiltiuu tu I anairry.—New
York Woad re
K (smut les Legacy.
An interesting puzzle in connection
with the recent death of Kossuth is. our
Vienna correspondent says, being circu-
lated at Buda-Paath. The question is,
What lie Koesuth bequeath to his two
ions? Answer—.1 life from 1802 until
1e94. Alai those years. The regult is
the total keritage. winch, divided squal-
l/ between them, gives 11-48.—Londos
News.
Another step By Science.
[St. Louis Republic 1
The Congregation of the Central
Presbyterian Church of R tchester has
undertaken a radical ehaerre In the
customs of the church by abolishing
the sacramental eup in fa•er of muse,
Individual vessels. Tne main reason
given for th• change Is based on the
sanitary argument that the use of one
drinking vessel by mixed hundreds Is
conducive to the spread of disease
under the tbeory of germ transmis-
sion.
In explaining the new system to
his hearers the other day, the pastor
of the church said that science had
brought about the cbange. He has-
tened to say to the orthodox that it
was his sincere belief that the spiral
of sacrament was preserved se safely
as if the wine were drunk from on
cup rather than from 2000,, and in
support of his belief he said that the
Lord and the Apostles used the ludi-
vidual cup, and that according to tbe
beat authority that he could com-
mand th• prinetive chureh had also
followed the-plan that his church had
Just adopted,
ft the advocates of the new ides can
secure historical support for the state•
ment that the Lord and the primitive
church used the Individual cup, and
believed in It, the change will goon
become effective In all quarters of the
world where the sacrament of the
Lord's Supper IS Obeli Vt d. AMODir
lees rigid chrletians the new rule will
prevail In spite of the authority 01
tradition ter the contrary.
All physicians In 'belie days recog-
nise the dangers attending a genera,
use of a drinking cup by a number of
people. Many laymen are also learn.
lag some of the marvelous secrets of
germ life. Ten years have opened a
new fled to 'teepee, and ten more
will open 11 10 the world. Many an
epidemic has doubtless been further
ed through the cemmuolon cup.
Drinking vessels at public fountains
are likewise accountable for the
spread of disease. When one goer' to
church and sees the lip of Wilmette
touch the cup that passes to that of
testy of health and then to the grasp
of disease agate, ODO wonders that
there hae not been some on to take
thl• step before it was thought of by
tbhe Rochester congregation.
"Give every man thine ear, but re-
serve thy judgment" sod use %. C.
C. Crow', Comet Oise' for Coughs,
Cole., Croup, LeGrippe, dec. Sold
by R. C Hardwick.
Asseadisiest to Stetk,Law.
Be it ordained by the B tard of
Council of the city of Hopkinterille,
that time ordia•nce known as the
"Stock Law" of the city of Hopkins-
%lee, passed by the above Board of
Council on the let day nf May, lefei,
be, and some is hereby amended, by
striking out on line 7, section 2 in
said ordinance book of 1894, on page
214 the following words, to wit:
"three dollars for every cow, calf or
hog, and 111'#:1111)g in lieu thereof
the following words, to wit: One dol-
lar f n every cow, calf, or hog. Also
by striking out on line 8, section 2 in
said ordinance book, psge 214, the fol-
lowing voids, to wit: "One dolls.
for every pig or other suinial," sue
inserting in flew thereof tbe follow
leg words, to wit: Fifty cents for
every pig or other animal. This or
dluauce to take effect from and after
It Pasage. Approved June it, '104.
F. W. D•IINICV, Mayor.
H. W ISBN, City Clerk.
-'1=p1.;-ii-e utter,- o-dimee
ball, two bits or a quarter a f • dollar
will I uy a bettte ol ' C. 1' b. Cerwle
Crush Cure." It cure. Conchs,
Colds, LeGrat pe, Aro. Sold by R. C.
Haruwieo.
Resolutions of Respect
At a meeting of the Board of Di
rectors of the Hopkineuille Hotel
Company held at the a Mee of said
company Fridsy, June k hi, 1894, pre-
sent: H. C. Gant, President; h p
Campbell, F. le Ellis, A. H. Auder-
sou and E. M. Flack.
On motieu E M. Flack was sp
pointed et cretary prottm, sad the
death of H. R. Lite-II, Secretary of
the HopkInsville Hotel Company,
having Resit suggested, which occur-
red June 4:h, ls144, the following reso-
lutious were unanimously adopted.
Resteeveo, That by the death of
H. It. Littell, Secretary of the Hop•
kinsville Hotel Company, Iles Board
and said Company have lost the ser-
vice of a most faithful and effieleut
°Meer.
Ritsoi.vsle That the Board offers
tide testimonial of their hiehest re
gard and respect to the memory of
the deceased, said desire to bear wit-
ness to the value of his life and ser-
vices as a eltizeu and public officer;
faithful to every trust confided to his
charge; liberal In all I ublic eater.
prises, charitable, and whose hoctuity
and integrity, as Illustrated by his
life work, is univermally recognized
RESOLVED, That the sympathies of
this Board be tendered to the rela-
tive* of the deceased, and that these
resolutions be entered upon the min-
utes of the Board's proceeding., and
a copy he furnished the City papers
for publicatiou.
Attested. H. C. ()ANT, Pres.
E M. FeAce, Sec'y. Pro Tent.
eetereeeo 
,
TROOPS FOR PANA.
Very Prompt Obedience of Col -
ernor A itgeld's
Order.
stela and Gatlin Gass Te Sup
press Strike Dillicalties at
Pans, Ills.
Special to the New Era,
Chicago, June 11.—Al 8 eclock last
night the 1st Infantry or Chicagre 700
strong, with (lading gune, and com-
manded by Col. Henry L. Turner,
left this city on a special train drawn
by two locomotive'', for Pans DI.,
which they were scheduled t u react
by midnight.
The regiment has practleally best,
under arm. for two days, and the or-
der from Gov, Allot(' directing tin
treept upon Pius was resolved at.
Saturday afternoon, there was in
delay in Ewing the regiment to
tether. 'L' ti had a clear track
The Ind and 7th Regiments ant
Batteries A and I) are held in retadt
vises to ruov• at nit ment'a
The three regiments aggregate about
2,000 men and all hive galling guns
The motos of striking coal miners,
camped three miles oorthwest of the
oily are provisioned for a v eel's stay
and ii,DGC111 ce that they will not
break camp until they can get a con-
ference with those who are working
at this place. The Mayor has called
upon all male Inhabitants over 18
years now In the city toted in enforc-
he laws and otdivanoes of this city,
etre dei uty sheriffs will sleep on
arms in anticipation of a hostile
move by the invaders.
SORE OPINIONS.
The Seoond District will nominate
a silver man for Congress on a plat-
form favoring the free coinage of
both gold and silver, without die-
oritnius.ting against either metal —
Hopkinsville Kentuckian.
Quite possible, but it will not be
Ellis or Clardy.—Henderson Glean-
er.
Billie will settle
County Enterprise.
Our worth contemporaries certain-
ly calculate very roughly on the situ•
soon, for it will be neither Ellis,
Clardy, nor "Billie" fefeLsine but
one Polk Lsffoon, who will be com-
iiiissloned to assist in managing the
(Inatome and other mitten' in ('on.
grass. You can PORI (list In your
pipes and be smoking, end thinking
of more troonleenms Riad uncertain
matters than this.— Webster Advo-
cate.
th t —Union
A WEALTHY BRIDE.
C. Oliver bolls Married to Ilse Hope
teedelare, Heiress to $20,000,000.
Ppecial to the New Ers,
Providenee, R. 1, June 11. -Mies
Hope Goddard,daughter of Col. Win,
Goddard, of this city, and heiress to
$20,1100,000, was married to C. Oliver
Isleo, son of the lotto !millionaire
banker of New York, Saturday.
Owing to the recent death of an un-
cle of the bride, the eereniony was
quiet, though near y 300 picots were
present.
Corn on the stalk is an emblem of
plenty. A coot on the in. is SD em-
blem of woe —Remove them qu oIly
by 'urine "C. C. C. Certain Corn
Cute," the great remedy for Corns
and Bunions. Sold by R. C. Hard-
wick.
OLD, TRIED AND Tat E.
A song I ren to ill that's old-
sad, tried said true! • h, I would fain
The bitter with the sweetest hold,
Could all old hands clsep Mine again.
The face of chase I meet with fear:
Though good the New, the Old la dear.
A song I sing to oldea cheer:
For frosla of Antonia it'd the leaf;
They crown tim seesaw ; test the year;
They mist the grape and blind the sheaf.
Tbeir tender tow -h is longest lest
To earth and air and firmament.
A song I sing to olden ways' -
sild scenes, old homes, old isele-aooks:
Old faiths of bless., olden days;
0,d m3 tha, old rhymes, and dear old b
Aud, if with wow, oie friends; and calm
Loves Sowing like some stately psalm.
0 Angel dread of Untried Landis.
KW% e sNew the pendulum of Change!
Hold kindly with thy Waif II hand.
Its longeat reach in you• toward range.
For sweet Cu, IS OM ore bout's cheer,
The olden hours are dear, more dear.
-110s; as L. WA.I91111N.
A wise mail will guide his r flaire
with diecretiou by keeping a boles of
"C. C C. Certain Cough Cure" in the
holiest for Cough., Colds, Croup,
LtGrippe, ex. Sold by R. C. Hard-
wick.
OWENS WILL DIVIDE.
A Joint Discussion will beheld to-day
at Lexington.
Owenton, June 11.--Ovreal tele-
graphed Settle at Owenton that the
notice to the effect that be weuld not
divide time with him at IA zingtoo
to-day was unauthorized, but for him
to come on. Settle'. followers left
Owen county In baggiest yesterday
morning to be at, Lexington in time
for the speaking tootay Settle will
have a majority of from 1,1,30 to 1,600
Settle clubs have been organiz ea iu
New Liberty and Owenton,
INTERESTING ASPECT
boomed by the Coates( for the Initend
tates Senatorship Between
Berry and Yishback.
dperial to the New issa.
Little Rock, Ark., June 11.—The
United States Senatorial °tiniest as-
sumes an Interesting aspect to-day
and It now seems probable that one
of the hottest party politioal fights
ever witnessed in Arkansas lion.
Gov. Fiebback Is opposing Senator
Berreefor re-election. It was decided
to bold primaries and mutually
agreed by the candidates that no
canvass of the State would be made
tot to the present. Eleven counties
have held primary elections, eight of
which Instructed for Berry and three
for Fighback. Several county con-
ventions, in addition, have passed
reeolutions indorsing Senator Berry's
course in the Senate.
Goy. Fiebbact has bottled the
agreement to make no canvass sod
to-day wrote Senator Berry Oast be
would take the stump In boleti( of
his candidacy. This action_ was
Prompted by a resolution adopted by
the Fishback Club at Fort tientitls,
strongly Intimating that Seestor
Berry is using Federal patieensee te
secure his re-election.
A KILLING
'rhat Took Place in the Neigh-
borhood of liennettatown.
Jim Baynhan, after Being Cut Several
Times, Kills His Assailant,
Henry Hari Is.
Saturday, in the neighlorhood of
Benuettstowte Jinu Beyntigni, a ne-
gro, awe and Killed Henry Harris,
also a uegro The two negroes some
time ago bad a qiarrel about a dusky
letusel, and it is said that Harris had
threateued to kill Ilayuhem. Satur-
day Baynhattt was sitting no a fence
talking to another negro, when Bar•
els approached him and asked him to
go to a ph. ale with him, anal after
talking a few nil uutre, be is said to
have taken a rellOf from his pocket
and slashed Ho tams acme the
shoulder. Mayuhaini who woo si ib
Ims Pitting CU th• fence fell over on
be opposite side from ble sesallant,
+hi) reaching over this Nue* coistiu•
tied to use his roan% melting his MID
in several pieties. Bsynti•ni arose
from the ground as soon as he could,
and drawing a revolver from his
pocket fired upou and ins'antly till-
ed hi. assailant. Theta are the facts
as we heard them, and if they be
true, it was • justitiabla homicide.
Baynham is now in jail. ?dopers.
Anderson & Allenmworth have been
retained to defend the prisoner.
RUINED HOMES.
Fifteen Thousand Houseless
From the British Colum-
bia Floods.
A. Estimate ef the Devastatiem Caus-
ed by the Frazier River,
Vancouver, British Columble,June
11.—The Dominion Government is
having • careful estimate made of
the looses and losers by the flood.
In the municipalities,: coi respond-
ing to American counties it is ft nod
by the dinstle, tak•u carefully as pos-
sible, that fully 15 000 peeple are to-
day homeless in consequence of the
fl toding of the Frazier. What their
losses will:be or:have been cannot yet
be calculated. The enormous total
of homeless ones is made up thus:
Delta muulcipality, 3,090; oang, 1,-
500; Matequi, 1,000; Sumas., 500; Ch 11-
II week, 3,030; Richmond, 1 b00; Bur-
naby, 8001); Ceuquitiam, 200; Maple
Ridge, 500; Miesion, 500; Dewdner,
500; Nicomen, 100; oetweeu Nice:mem
and Yale, 100 and Yale, 300
Though the Frazier River is 150
miles long and all the ;lower valley
is fl )(vied, the greatest damage has
been dove in a district of 100 miles
between Landers and Yale.
Col. Baker, Provincial Secretary,
has been personally directing the re-
lief work for the local government.
Unremitting attention on the part of
the Government is being rtquired
the unfortunate settlers, many of
whom are dependeut upon the call-
ing of relief steamers for a bat little
they get to est.
NEST VIRGINIA
TROOPS BUSY.
At &egg's Rua Strikers Are Blocking
the Track and Inipedieg Travel.
Charleston, W. Vs , June 11—F,ve
companies of the militia are now at
Bogg's Run, and six more will be
there by to day. The reports wbich
have been received by the Govenor
indicate that no seriou•d ffl 3ffity has
been met with in coping with the
strikers, although obstruetione, con-
eletiug if stones and croestlee, are be-
ing constantly placed on the track.
General B D. Spillman, who is in
command, has the plsainets ii s
from Govenor MecCerkle to stand no
resistance, but to move ceal trains at
what ever cost. I m order to do this
It was found necessary to put a com-
pany on every traiu, and keep it there
uot.I Ohio soil was reached. At 8
o'clock yesterday the Gevernor was
advised t:cat the eltuatiou was grow-
ing more grave. Over 300 men throng-
ed the yard., which extend from
Beruwood to Wheeling, a distance of
three miles said a quarter. The dis-
patch also stated that a party of 150
eta 'kers had crossed the mountain to
intercept the westbound trains haul-
ing bolder.' and coal.
TEMPERANCE COLONY.
Twenty 1 heti/tend Acres In South
Dakota Contracted For.
Special to Wieser K.
Sioux Falls, S. D., June 11.—Rev.
A. B. Smart has contracted for 20,-
000 acres of land in Hamliue county
for a temperance eolouy. No land
will be sold except to profeseiug
Christians, and each deed will con-
tain a provision which voids it iii
case any I iq ior is gold. Mr
Smart once organized a similar
colony at Weeriugton Springs,
and it has made Jaruld Couuty a pro-
hibition county. He intimates that
this is only the beeiuuing of euch
colonies to create prohibition seuti-
uteri t .
SHOT DEAD.
Aileen Intimacy With HIP Wife, a
Casey County an Kills a
Contractor.
Stanford. Ky., June 11.—Conduc-
tor W. L Peavla, of the Green River
railroad, was killed Saturday night
at Yosemite, Cagey county, by 
Al
Watkins, became of tile alleged inti-
macy with Watkins' wife. Owing 
to
the fact that the poi. t Is not reectied
by telegraph, further particulars are
not now obtainable.
teuarasteed Care.
We authorize our advertised drug
gist to sell Dr. Ming's New Dis-
covery or COUSUIllption, Coughs, and
colds, upon this condition. If you
afflicted with a Cough, Cold or any
Lung, Throat or Chest troudle, and
will use this remedy SP directed,
giving it a fair trial, and experience
no benefit, you may return the bottl
e
and have your money refunded. We
could not make this off-,r did we not
know that Dr. King's New Discovery
could be relied on. It never disap-
points. Trial bottles free at R. C.
Hardwiek's Drug Store. Large size
b00 and $100
BU KG L A RN.
I he Saloom of Mr. L. Bell Barg larked
Sunday Night.
The saloon of Mr. Ling Bell was
bur:elates-A some time Sunday night.
The safe was hitrwu veer and its eon-
tents taken. The burglars entered by
sawing one of the iron bars on t e
back window and then bending it to
one side, thus making room ter anise
to Pq'leiz throsgh. After entering
the saloon It was "dead easy" for the
burglars to get into the safe, which
was an old fashioned concern wile
out any combluatIon, but Pimp
locked with an ordinary key. It was
only the work of a moment to moo.
It. Powder was placed in the key-
hole, and when touelled oB the stf itr
Came 10 pieiss, V•ry little borer
could have been made, or elm!' the
people of the esighborhood weer
sheep DS very roundly, as to
seems to have heard the explosion.
When the burglars left the 'slow,
they took a pater of al.. .at of the
back door awl went out is lb 1 way
SS It Was fltinCh Peeler than getting
out by the way in which they eute red.
It is not lumen how much motley
t he burglars secured, as Mr. hell de-
clines to say anything In regard to
the 'temente of the safe, but it is not
likely that he would have kept tierce
money to such an unsafe safe.
Dropped Dead.
Saturday evening tbe coroner was
called to hold an inquest over the re-
mains of Minerva 0. Brien, a neg.('
woman who died very suddenly on
,he place of Dr. Bradley In this city
Surue time ago the woman was part-
ially paralyzed, but was ab'e to g
about. Saturday even', g as ere was
walking acmes the yard she fell to
the grout d. Her daughter lifted her
up and assisted her In gettleg Into
the house, where she expired a few
moments later. The verdict of the
coroner's jury was, "heart disease."
•
The Eclectic For Jane.
The Jute Eclectic opens With an at
tide descriptive and re fleetly. on
"Constantin( ple as a Historic City,"
oy Mr. Frederick Harrison, Lady
Coole's eeriest of essays on the cus-
tom, of the people of all times, eed •
with that on "Modern Habite." Coun
Leo Telstoes reply to • challenge to
define his Ideas of "Rel!glon and
Morality" nods a place lu the selec-
tion of articles', and Sir John'S'nit.t.'
paper on "Early Social Saf-Gnvern
went" closes the list of those of t:a
'wavier wort. "Ennerann'• Meting
with Out gliucey,' as ite title implies
Is of intermit to students ef Mei-owe,
as Is a well written paper a n
tai-Ion," from Trine!. Bee eh.
Grant Allen'e "0.1gin et Cultiva-
thou" discusses a eta-lane ate j In t
eigerous manner. Au article et.
"Modern Surgery" Is perhaps of ever
more interest to the general reads:
tbau to the specialist who knows al-
ready these triutup bet profes-
sion. Tbere hi a large number of hew
serene article., among them an en
tertaiuing accouut of "Hachisch Eat
ing" as an experiment—Its result,-
and seusations. Worthy of epeeist
mention is 11113 essay, "WOOD 1..1re
Stirs," from the pen of the delightful
writer who calls himself "A Son ol
the Marseer," while the short story,
'And One Unknown," Is • bit cf
Teel but dramatic writing. In al',
Will number contains eighteen g-od
and readable articles, with it e usual
selection of Miscellany said Literary
Notes. Published by E. R. Felton,
144 Eighth Street, New York. Terms,
$5 per year; single numbers, 45 cents;
trial sub criplien for 3 menthe. $1
Eciectic and any $4 Magesiue, $8.
THE GEORGIA EXPOSITION.
A Bill I utrodeced By Senator Walsh
for Its Permanent Location.
Washington D. C., June 11 —Sena-
tor Walsh of Georgia Saturday intro
fuced a bill for (be permanent loca-
tion of the expopitit2p to be estab-
lished for the disffriy of the produet•
and resources of the several States
and Territories, and crea-
ting a commission to consist
or the Pesousteer-General, the
Secretary of the Interior and the Sec-
retary of Agriculture to report a plan
for the propoeed expositiou to leer
press. Iu introducing the bill Sena-
tor Walsh also presented a memorial
from the Southern leauogration Con-
gress representing lifeeem States, urg
log the appropriation of money by
Congress and by the Legislatures of
the States arid territories for the pro-
posed exposition. Referring to the'
matter in an interview, Mr. Walsh
said he was surprised that steps had
not heretofore been taken to secure
an exposition at the nail inal capital.
His idea is that the exposition 'thou d
be permanent and free to the public.
The Webster Advocate says: "A
report comes from down on Bear
creek, says the Grayson Eagle, that a
Mrs. Duct) u 41-...111. her Hitle girl out to
hunt hepai eggs cue dry last week,
and crawling Into a honey' lope the
child encountered a Isrge rattlesuake.
Frightenedet the •nrite, she ran to
the hours °tying. Tne mother drove
her back, tbreaterelug to punish her
if she did not bring the vire. Tee
little girl made a peened trip, red
was boleti to death by the ntiasie."
Oii !act Thursday evieling at Edo,
retro , Rufus 14 my, with tut provoca-
iloo, killed his who by beating I.er
brae., out Witil all iron crow bit..
Mr. and Mrs. Ray have been living
together peaceably, and Do cause can
be seeigned for the murder. Ray,
himself seems indiftereut concerning
the deed he has committed. There
are three young children left mother-
less and destitute as a re.ult of the
in u rder.
It would appear from the Madison.
vi he Hustler that washing the feet 
is
1111C11 a rare occurrence its Hopkins
county that it has to he done iu a
river, and Ott large crowd. flack to
the washing. The Hustler sa
ys:
The attendance at Flat Creek la
st
Sunday at the foot-washing is said to
have been unprecedently large. Pr
o.
pie were. there from reorywhere.
Madisonville was teens In force and
scarcely I home or vehicle of any
kind wits left in town."
Backlen's Araks salve.
The Rest Salve ID the world lot
Cute, Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt
Rheum, Fever Sores, 'letter, Chap-
ped Hands, Chilblains, Corns, and
all Skin Eruptions, and positively
cures Piles, or no pay required. It is
guaranteed to give perfect eatiefao-
'eon or money refute:led. Price 2
5
cents per box. For' Sale by K. 
C,
Hardwick, aopkinsville
THE BIG SUIT.
Central Pacific Railroad lag-
'latex 4Jreat Ii Disturb-
ed Oyer it.
A Burning arraignment by the Cali-
fornia Congressmen Before the
Pacific Railway
Con.mitt e.
ipeeial to the New lam.
Washington, D. C. June 8 —The
malt for $15,003,000 brought by the At.
torney General i fib. United States
against the estate of the late Leland
&Raeford, of California, growing out
of the debt due the Government by
the Central Pacific Railroad Cria-
ps..fr, in which Stauford was a very
large etockbolder, has stirred up
Huutingdon, the Preeldent of tbe
rued, and he is trying to get Congress
to pass a iefuudiug bill, In order to
beat it • ieneeruitieui wit of its claim
of $00,000 1.100.
Toe Wulf,* Committee on Pardee
italiroed• gave a hearing yesterday
to the Califerniame who are opposed
to refuudieg the debt of the 'Central
Pacific. Ex-eaur *tertian C. 0.
Sumner said that be protested for the
people of California against any
funding scheme which would perpet-
uate. the present management—one
which bad brought deplerable moral,
political and financial calamity upon
that State. He went into an exhaus-
tive history of :he road, declared that
its cost had not exceeded $30.000,000
and that he thought it cote(' be
ellOwn 10 have been about $15,000,000.
Standford, Huntington, Hopkins and
Croker had not been worth *400.030
all told el 1:561, and in 186e, when the
road was Buiebed, they were worth
$10,000,000 each. Crofter had resign-
ed from the directorate to make con-
striction contracts with the others.
Eighty per cent of the emotmous
dividends had gone into the pockets
of Stauferd, Crocker, Hopkins and
Huntington. Mr. Sumner explained
the California law which made stock-
holders respottaible for debte of a cor-
poration.
Representative Maguire explained
that the statute of limitations of Cali-
fornia did not apply to the Govern-
ment.
Mr. Sumner said that Mr Fu
ton had admitted having mpent over a
million in past Congresses for legis-
lation.
nr:BAUcHen COURTS AND LEGISLA-
TURES.
Incidentally Mr. eumner chaiged
that the Central Pecifi had corrupt-
ed judger, and Legislatures, and had
de"oauctteri the polities of California.
•I say that the Central Pacific has
corrupted Judges, juries and legisla-
tors of California when its interest
has been that way."
Representative (ii•sary spoke brie fly
In favor of a foreclosure of the mort-
gage by the Government.
I: could not be denied that conven-
tions had been bought, that legisia.
tires had been bought, that Senators
said Congreeemen had had their *eats
bought for them. He knew that, be-
cause he had been elected in the face
of that opposition; big opponent had
been an attorney tf the company,
wbo had been ordered to make the
race.
Hon. J F. Gordon, of Madisonville,
has withdrawn from tbe roe* for
judge of the Hopkins County Court.
He says that ute private business to
such as to ren ler it oneprothable for
him to accept the party', nomina-
tion.
General John Elhola and S'. John
Boyle, receivers of the C 0 & S. W.
reilroad, flied their report of earnings
and a_ perating expense. for the month
of April: Eiringe, $159,646 52; ex-
penises, $113,113 715; earnings over ex-
pensee, $46,532 74. Against the net
earnings there has been charged for
improvements awl taxes ;9,266 82
Sunday, June 17th., will be observ-
ed as fleur mission day at Frankfort
and Eddy ville, penitentis.riee. Mrs
Munuell, State President of the W. C.
IC., will be at Eldyviile. A number
of ladies from the various unions in
this end of the State will assist her.
The W. C. T. U. of this city will,
doubtless, send a representative.
In speaking of bie candidacy for the
judgeship to be vacated by Mr. Willis
Reeves, Mr. John Rees, of Rue-
iteliviile, said to is newspaper man a
few days ago: "rtiis matter has been
taken up quite actively among 
my
friends in the district within the past
few days and I have yielded to their
wieties and will make the fight for
the nomination. The present out-
look is .niost encouraging. You can
state upon nay authority that I am 
a
tiandidate for Circuit Judge and will
Snake It intereeting from start to flu.
-eh. I feel that I am capable and 
my
Weeds all over the district are most
cordial in their endorsements."
Did you ever note'', how the poli-
ticians speak of the farmer as "the
poor down-trodden farmer?" Well
,
that is all rot, few people in tbe co
un-
try are better off The farmer 
can
always produce enough to eat—me
n
in other occupsiions can not al wa
ys
ea-• The real, geutene farmer in
the Cuited Satese—the man who i
s at
home on his own land—is not co
t.-
stantly complatuing of his lot In life
,
is the opinion at Secretary J. Sterling
Morton, teethe June Ferueu. Census
returns show that about 70 per oent.
of all the farmers in the United
States are unencumbered. W
tat
other calling, what other ind
ustry,
what other inveitrueuts for making a
livelihood and for produciug more
capital, can make as good a showing
as time farmer's?
The Mli ville Hustler: "This
is the only nation upon the face 
of
the earth that will or would permit
aliens to come from other ceuntries
and trample upon its laws aud instit-
utions as it is being daily done in the
United States. The Huns, Poles,
Slave, li dietitians and Anarchists,
with the iff comings of st:l European
countriee, have poured in upon us in
a perfect deluge Until many 
portions
of our fair laud are dominated by a
conglomerate wads of humanity that
is at enmity with our republic
an
Strikers, riots and moos
ofunereployed are almost universally
led by and made up of this fereign e-
lement. Before &moiler foreigner is
perruited to land upon our eh tree he
ought to be required to present from
his governieut a certificate of good
character and than be made to take
a sole mu oath to ne a peaceful lied law
abidieg citizen. An undesirable citiz-
enshipie worse tbau no citizenship at
ail. 'the land hid better remain tut-
, eenced, the field unplowed, the mines
upworted the coutOry undeveloped
than to have all these improvements
anti the Fame at the expense of a bad
citizenship",
s
s
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F mOCRATIC TICKET.
For County Judge.
LARKIN T. BRASHER.
For Comity Attorney,
THOS. J. MORROW.
For County Clerk,
MAT. S. MAJOR.
For Sheriff,:
W. J. WITHERS.
Foreaaseseor,
1D.:R. PERRY.
For;Surveyor,
R. P. RIVES.
For Jailer,
0E0. W. LONG.
IFor:Corontar,
DR. J. M. DENNIS.
For Magistrate,
HENRY MORRIS.
For Constable,
WILLIAM WEST.
A VERY IMPORTAFT SUIT.
The filing of the soil for $16,000,000
against lb. Etanford estate by At-
torney General Olney is a step lathe
right direction. The Central Peelle
railroad owes the Federal Govern-
ment many millions of dollars and
refuses to lay any of it. Leland
Stanford owned a large amount of
stock in the road, and hence the suit
against his estate. According to high
legal opinion the Government can
recover from the stock•holders of the
Central Pacific railroad, but even if
this opinion should prove wrong, the
suit will still serve a good purpose as
a lever by which the honest mem-
bar. of Congress may defeat Hunt-
ingdoh's nefarious scheme of refund-
i,ig the debts of the Pacific railroads
which he wants to do in spite of the
fact that the roads have defaulted
year after year in their payments to
the *Initial' fund amid have refused to
recognise in any tangible form the
Government's claim on them. The
suit breaks the force of Attorney
General Olney's remarkable indoree•
'neat of the refunding chems.
Huntingdon is in Washington to
t eke personal charge of the powerful
lobby in the favor of the passage of
this rascally refunding bill, by which
it is hoped to dispise of the Central
Pacific debt to the Government by
postponing for a long period and
shifting all obligations from the
shoulders of the men who are respon-
sible for defrauding the government.
The only way the Government's in-
terests can be preserved, both so far
as its property in the roads n eon-
opened, and in the equities it has in
the estates of the millionaires who
have enriched themselves at the ex-
pense of the roads, is to prevent
the passage of this refunding bill.
C. P. Huntingdon and his powerful
lobby at Washington have sor years
defeated every effort to secure jus-
tice for the people against the subsi-
dised corporations. It may be that
Huntingdon and his well organized
forces of corruption will encased in
persuading Congress to sacrifice the
Government rights and interests, but
their teak will be rendered much
more difficult by this suit, many
Coo grommet' who are venal enougb
to pocket Huatingdoo's bribes will
hesitate to display such a disgraosful
disregard of decency as to vote for
legislation in favor of Peelle Rail
road robbers ertilie a suit brought by
the Attorney General to secure the
Government's righta is pending.
The atrocious highway robbery bail
toseu perpetuated by Huntingdon,
Hopkins, Croker A Co., has been di-
nounoed by the financier, of the
world, and it la most earnestly to be
hoped that Congress will do nothing
to aid the attempts of Huntingdoo
and other magnates of the Central
Pacific railroad to be the United
States Government out of what is its
just dues.
INSIST ON REAL TARIFF REFORM,
The Washington correspondent of
the 8t. Louis Republic has the fol-
lowing to say in regard to the out-
look for sure enough tariff reform:
"Members of the House who are
known to be very aloe* to the Presi-
dent and the Secretary of the Treas-
ury and to enjoy.their confidence to
an unusual extent are among the
most outspoken opponents of the
Senate amendments and the strong-
est advocate, of the Hoese standing
firm and insisting on the passage of a
real tariff reform measure.
It should be understood that the
failure of the conference committee
to agree would in no way jeopardise
the bill for the time being. Tne bil.
has passed the House. If it passes
the Senate the only motion in order
in either house will be to insist en or
tweeds from amendments of either
body. The bill can remain in confer-
ence practically until the 4:h oi
March, 1895, when:this Congress will
expire. From the present temper of
the House it would seem that the
conference may be prolonged for an
extraordinary length of time unities
the Senate weakens. It is safe to say
that the highwaymen of the Senate
will try to stock the conference com-
mittee on the part of the Senate.
But it is equally certain that the ma-
jority will be apt to have their owl
way on this matter. It is understood
that the conference committee will
be comported of 14 members-weep
from each side. The members of the
conference representing the majority
p trty in both bowies will, of course,
'outer togetherlifirst and reach an
agreement before the members of the
minority are take in. Speaker Crisp
is steadfast in his opposition to the
?Senate amendments and firmly be-
lieves that it is the duty of the House
So stand firtu for it. dignity and it..
right under the Constitution to origi-
nate revenue bills."
No goofier are the echos* of the old
Puritan and Cavalier flint,which the
foolish critics of Rev. Dr. Cave's ad-
mirable apeeeh at Richmond stirred
up, dying away, than the Rt. Rev.
Hugh Miller Thompson, Bishop of
Mississippi, delivers in a New York
pulpit, a strong defense of lynching
those who are guilty of rape. The
Bishop will have all of the little
"8 nart Alex" newspapers,that abat-
ed Cave, down on him, but he won't
mind that.
. Price's Crown Bailee Pow dm
Weild's Po* mobiles AWN&
FULFILL THE PROMISE.
The half-dosen Democratic Sena-
tore who are stand in with the R--
publicans to pass the Wilson tariff
bill with iniquitous amendments
made by the Senate Finance Com-
mittee, should refresh their knowl-
edge of the Democratic creed as set
forth in the party platform: adopted
at Chicago, leen., and accepted by 5,-
556,000 Democratic voters, and wbicb
reads as follows: "We denounce
Republican :protection as a fraud, a
robbery of the great majority of the
American people for the bent fit of s
few. We declare it to be a funda-
mental principle of the Democratic
party that the Federal Government
has no constitutional power to impose
and collect tariff dui! .s, except for
the purpose of revenue only, and we
demand that the collection of such
taxes shall be limited to the necessi-
ties of the Government when honest-
ly and economically administered.
We denounce the McKinley tariff
law enacted by the Fifty-first Con-
gress as the culminating atrocity of
class legislation; we indorse the ef-
forts made by the Democrats of the
present Congress tomodify its most
oppressive feature in the direction of
free raw materials and cheaper man•
ufactured goods that enter into gen-
eral consumption, and we promise
its repeal as one of the bent ff,ent re-
sults that will follow the action of the
people in intrustiog power to the
Democratic party"
The Democratic party was placed
in power to carry out that promise.
It was not expected to make any' sud-
den destruction of business based on
a high tariff. It meant that the
country should face about and pre-
pare for a considerable reduction in
tariff rates. The Wilsoe bill did not
entirely fulfill the promise, but it
made some good steps on the road to
taxation for revenue only. This was
somethiag gained.The bill since it has
been as greatly amended does not ful-
fill the promise, for it makes it a high
tariff measure, and fails to modify
the most oppressive features of the
McKinley tariff law. In many of its
features it is simply an exchange of
Democratic high tariff for Republi-
can high tariff. It was the duty of
the Senate to have taken the moder-
ate Wilson bill as it came from the
House of Representatives and passed
it. No legislative body ever missed
a greater opportunity. The only
hope is that the House and the joint
conference committee will consider-
ably improve the bill when it goes
to them.
SELECT A WORTHY MAN.
It is alleged by some writers that
the people are growing indifferent to
the business of filling the effinse. If
true it is not a good sign. This is a
government of the people, by the peo-
ple and for the peop:e, and politics
should be regarded as a high duty,
aud in no way can the people so well
work out their own welfare as by at-
tending to it. Tue masses of the people
should take an active part in filling
the offices, and not leave the matter
in the hands of professional politi-
cians. A party in no way can
strengthen iteelf so much as by put-
ting up candidates who will stand
the test of comparison with the op-
position. The masses of the people
are not slow to detect the best man.
There I. no better politics than in
bringing out an intelligent, upright
and in every way worthy man for an
important ttl .e. This rule applies
to the whole of the °flings, but in par-
ticular to the selection of Congress-
men. Never were the reasons more
weighty than present, and Kentucky,
and especially the Second Congres-
sional district, should maintain that
high standard of intellect and integ-
rity that has cha-acterised the repre-
sentatives of the past. The People's
party has nominated a strong man,
Judge Turner. of Henderson, for Rep
resentative in Congress, aud the Ro-
puolicane will, in due time, nominate
one of their best men for the place,
and it behooves the Democrats of
this district to take an earnest and
active interest in filling this office
with the right sort of a man. The
rank and file of the party would have
preferred a primary election, but
they were not permitted to have this
privilege. However, they should turn
out in large numbers and go to the
conventions which will be held to se-
lect a Democratic candidatleand not
stay at home and tbereby allow the
cliques and political tricksters to
pack the conventions in the interest
of an ignorant demagogue or any
man who is not, In every way worthy
to represent this district in the House
of Representative's.
EFFECTS OF HellINLEYISM.
In certain States the strikes among
the coal miners have taken on a very
warlike form. This condition is seen
In Pennsylvania, Colorado and Illi-
nois. At McKeesport, in the former
State, the outrages cmtamitted by the
mob are of about the same order as
took place at Homestead two years
ago, and are almost as bad as those
that occurred in Pittsburgh in 1877.
In the Cripple Creek region in Colo-
rado the strikers have been in con-
trol of affairs for 'several weeks and
fight, have taken place between them
and the sheriff's, posses.% In Illinois
the situation is very serious. Many
mines have been closed by the strik-
ers, and those who have desired to
work have been prevented by force
and In many cases murdered, and
oars carrying coal have been stopped,
the engineer killed, and non-union
miners have been blown to atoms
with dynamite. These disturbances
are doing a great deal to increase fi-
nancial troubles and delay trade re-
vival. Two months ago the dark
business clouds began to disperse,
but at that moment when the plain-
est dictates of business sense showed
that the interests of all classes lay i
keeping all obstructions out of the
path ef returning prosperity, the
Neal mine owners, who are benefici-
aries of the iniquitous McKinley tar-
iff, and who were paying the miners
beggarly wages, cut down the com-
pensation of their employee to almost
starvation rates, and thus brought on
this tremendous and disastrous strike
in a half dosen States. The whole
complexion of business affairs chang-
ed at once. Railroad Irian° was
greatly Interrupted, earnings de-
creamed, bank transactions started
downward again and the business re
vivid was postponed. The present
robber tariff should be repealed at
loss.
HaT THE FARMERS SUFFER
FROM.
The dletretie of the farmer has been
described over and over again in so
many ways that a strong opinion has
grown up that the tiihr of the soil
ties been left far ebind in the strug-
gle for comfort and competence. The
Hon. J. Sterling Morton, Secretary
of Agriculture, takes occasion, lu the
June number of The Forum, to show
that this is a fallacy. Oeventy per
cent, of the farms In the United
States are unIncumbered by any in-
debetedness; their owners are still
the home-builders and home-lovers
of the land, as this class has always
been; and MeMortoe points out how,
as in proceeding generation', nearly
all of our Presidents were called from
their farms to executive duties, and
consequently the farmers represent-
ed the better element of our life-so,
now also, the farmer is the most in-
dependent and prosperous of all the
large clamor i of our people. He ex-
plains the growth of the story of their
distress by showing that a few farm-
ers have left their furrows to follow
the false prophets of politics. It is
the political farmer, who is really a
politician and uot a farmer at all,
that has done all this evil. Mr. Mor-
ton goes over the whole ground to
show the relative importance and in-
dependence of agricultural clams, and
their influence on the community at
every stage of our history, and ex-
plains the relative positiorn- - of Agri
culture to other pursuits at different
periods,-to show that the farmer
continues to be, as he has been, the
backbonslof our civilizstion,and that
the difficulty under which he labors
is chiefly the denial to him of a suf-
ficient market for his productions.
WOMAN SUFFRAGE.
The argument is frequently made
against woman-suffrage that the
emotional character of women is such
that they would argue and vote, not
according to conviction, but accord-
ing to feeling. One woman at least
has given strong evidence of the has-
tines' of this conclusion, for in the
Jutse number of The Forum Miss
Mary A. Greene, of Providence, R. I ,
who is a distinguished legal scholar,
writes a review both of the legal and
of the popular progress of the move-
ment from the beginning, in so calm
and so dignified and clear away that
the argument concerning the emo-
tions surely can not apply to her pre-
sentation of the subject. Nobody
alias', unless they go over the
ground as fully as she has covered it,
bow mach energy and agitation have
been wasted in this work, by trying
to accomplish the result in what have
turned out to be illegal ways. Miss
Greene writes a most instructive re-
view of a long and varied agitation.
On the other hand, Mr. Matthew
Hale, of Albany, N. Y., briefly puts
together the argument* against giving
the ballot to women,-which be con-
siders a very dangerous risk.
HIE BURDEN OF TARIFF TAXA-
TION.
Under the workiegs of the present
iniquitoes McKinley tariff law the
people are taxed for two purposes.
The first is to support the Govern-
went; the second Is to tinpport 14,500
tariff barons. The taxes that the
Government imposes are light and
well-known. They are not levied on
anything which interferes with the
products of these tariff barons. The
revenue does not come from the im-
portation of protected articles. It
comes from the importation of things
which do not enter into competition
with protected articles. Tneee tariff
barons are protected by law from this
importation, from the plying of tax-
es into the United States Treasury on
goods that they make. A teb'e of
actual importations shows that in
1893 the United States imported $21
worth of screws, on which the duty
was twenty-three dollars. The Screw
Trust was protected against the im-
portation of screws by a tariff duty
of 110 per cent. On every package of
screws sold in the United States the
people were forced to pay to the
members ef the Screw Trust 100 per
cent. Twenty-three dollars went in-
to the United States Treasury and
$23,000,000 into the pockets of the
members of the trust. It was the
private tax on screws levied by the
trust for its private benefit that made
the burden of the tariff duty on
screws, not the twenty -three dollars
that went into the United States
Treasury.
THE CROAKERS ARE WRONG.
Every calamity that happens to the
country is commented upon by many
people as unprecedented, but they
either forget the past or have had no
experience of it. The lapse of menr•
ory with some people is such that
while they last the cold weather is
always the °oldest, the hot weather
the hottest they think they ever
knew, and nothing but the record can
convict, them to the contrary. So, too,
with every calamity that happens is
the worst they ever suffered, though
they said the same thing of the one
just before it, and will say It again of
the one just after it. This trait Is
possessed by a great many peoeles,
but it dues not justify the lamenta-
tions that we continually hear, es-
pecially from professional pollticianr,
agitators and selfish demagogues.
The financial panicle of the past have
been much more disastrous than the
present one. The times are hard, but
they are not the hardest that ever
prevailed. Nor is the suffering as
great as that brought about by former
panics and spells of hard times.
These United States are by no means
hopelessly ruined, and they will
eventually emerge from their present
troubles. As they survived the crash
of 1887, and those of 1857, 1860, 1873
and 1884, so shill they survive that of
1893 and others yet to Cow'.
The Republican newspapers appear
to be jubilant over the result of the
recent election in Oregon. The j obi-
lotion Is caused by what they are
pleased to term "Republican gains."
The State of Oregon has repudiated
Governor Pennoyer, who was a cio-
didate for re-election on the People's
party ticket, and elected a Republi-
can Governor and Legislature. It is
very singular if anybody anticipated
a d.ffetent result. Oregon has al-
ways been Republican or Third party.
lu the Presidential election of 1eee2
there were 14,243 votes cast in that
State for Cleveland, 35,002 for Hard-
eon, 26 965 for Weaver and 2,2e1 for
Bidwell. Thus it can be seen
that out of a total of 7.1,491
votes polled in Oregon, only one-
fifth were Deruocratie. The Demo
erste never bed the least show of car-
rying the State at any time, and the
fact the Governor Pennoyer was turn-
ed down in his aspirations for a Uni-
ted States eenstorship will not be re-
gretted by Democrats. The result in
Oregon is really a return of Republi-
ean Populists to the Republican
party.
The tariff "burdens" are the pri-
vate taxes which the people pay to
the trusts. They are not tbe public
taxes that the people pay into the
United States Treasury. In 1890 the
tariff taxes paid by the people
amounted to $909,000,000, of which
$229,000,000 went into the Treasury
and $680,000,000 was divided up as
boodle among the 14,600 beneficiaries
of the robber tariff. The "burdens"
were in the eleven dollars per head
stolen from the people, not in the
three dollars per head paid to sup-
port the government. It is no heavy
burden to provide for the expenses
of the government when it is honest-
ly and economically administered.
A Grad Feature.
Of Hood's Sarsaparilla is that while it
purifies the blood and sends it cours-
ing throne the veins full of richness
and health, it also imparts new life
and vigor to functions of the body.
Hence the expression so often heard:
"Hood's Sarsaparillia made a new
person of me." It overcomes that
tired feeling so common now.
Hood's Pills are purely vegetable,
perfectly harmless, always reliable
and beneficial.
ase
TOBACCO.
HoPKINBVILLIe.
There was a big improvement in
the tobacco market in this city this
week. Toe offerings were larger-
about 500 hogsheads having been
placed under the lisinnier-lnd prices
were much higher. The increase In
the price is said to be about 75 cents
on an average. There is reason to
believe that the prices next week will
run higher than they were his week.
•••••=.
The following table shows the stock
of leaf tobacco in the markets of the
United States on Jane 1st, 1893-64:
WILSTKIIN Del 1.4
hi•KETII. June i Ma) 1}Dads. Hhtls.
Cincinnati . 17,64i l",;.11
LoulsvIde „ .17 el; 1 ... 'WO
St Louis . CM: 7,1.74
tlarksvIlle . It 961 ttor..Z
Hopentsville. 3.3I I e"...1
l'Aducah . 3.4:2 3,642
Mayfield .  WOO i127
Nash% il e  kris 1,055
Total Western. . Id 7 9
SEABOARD MARKETS.
New York ... 14,961
Fenimore   10.000
Richmond • 21,19e
'total Seaboard, 44,2'5
Total U. B. .
14.131
K.271
211,7-te
189.4
June I
H tots.
11,5e6
14,541
20544
150 to
t.177
a,744
5,572
3,213
65,974
14,314
1,711
5:,n30
t1,v73 43,1r5
94,712 109,14,3
•••
Kentucky has produced Lobster° for
the past ten years as follows:
Years. Pounds
1884    288.147 CP17
1885  254,178,962
1888 214 487,266
1887    117,282 878
1888  382,381 821
1889 
7 
71,431
1890. .111 t.,811,966
1891  183,888,432
1892  201,116,315
1893  203,801,634
•••
For the week ending June 8th New
York exported LON hogsheads, of
which number OM went toliantander,
in Spain, 209 to Liverpool, 49 to Lon-
don, 80 to R itterdam, 22 to Adelaide,
14 to Bristol, 12 to Bordeaux, 12 to
Las Primes, 10 to Glasgow, 10 to
Hsmberg, 10 to Demerara, the re-
mainder scattered.
.1*•
boutsvito.g.
Last week the offerings of Dark
Leaf and Lugs were relatively large.
The average quality was not an im-
provement over that of last week,
and Trash and low Lugs agilu pi-to
ponderet ed. N otwithstanding the
undesirable condition of many of the
package., prices f low grades re-
uuained firm at last week's advance.
Better grades unchanged in price,
but with less demand. R jectione
this week were tOt per cent. of the
total t fferinge at auction. Total net
sales 1,539, stout 9)0 of which was-
burley. giotatione-Com. Lugs $8 00
to 13 25, Med. Lugs $3 26 to $3 75,
Good Lugs *375 to 1475, ('ow. L at
$4 00 to $4 75, Med. Leaf $4 75 to $6 50,
Good Leaf $550 to $500. The West-
ern Tobacco Journal, of Cincinnati,
says the planting of the New crop
has teen unexpectedly and unavoid-
ably checked by long contined very
cool dry weather, with light frosts at
night, more particularly in the stem-
ming districts of Southern Kentucky
and Indiana, in some of which very
little planting has been done, and un-
less a change for the better soon,
some lends intended for Tobacco wilt
be turned to other account. The
greuud is bard aud dry, and extra
good fetus are now necessary to help
the plants already set, as well as en-
able farmers to make further pro-
gress. lo the upper Burley country,
on the whole, prospects are better-
in some oounties letter than others,
although estimates of percentage
planted have been considerably re-
duced of late even there. Reports
this season refer to the unusual
quantity of young plants destroyed
In the field by cut worms, which
thrive best during cold weather to
the destruction of all young vegeta-
tion, althotigh Tobacco appears to be
the favorite chew with them.
'et
FA Lil'UAH.
The market was firm last week on
all of the better grades of beef, but
easier for oommon short Leaf. The
breaks tun low in quality, scarcely a
good hogshead to be found. Receipts
for weak were 868 bhdit , offerings 600,
rejection's 101, actual sales 899. lie-
oelpts for year 6,880. Ag tolatious-
Com. to Med. Lugs $226 to $160,
Good Lugs 1875 to $4 26. Leaf-Cow.
$4 00 to $4 76, Med. WOO to 7 60, Good
67 60 to $5.00.
sayrignp.
The breaks last week showed a low
run of quality All the better grades
of Leaf very strong to higher, but
Common Lea! showed &little decline,
with heavy rejections. Receipts for
week 263, offerings 32e, rejections
124, actual sales 201, receipts for year
2,012. Lugs--Com. to Med. 42.26 to
$3 50, Good 1875 to 14 26. Lsaf-Cone
$125 to $574, Med. 16(X) to $750,
Good $7 60 to Or 00, Fine $900 to $10.
Ce
CLARKSVILLE.
Receipts last week were 1,017 lehds.
Sues 1,041 hhds. 1.4 iality of the of-
ferings was not higher, but more
good Leaf and Wrappers appeared on
the brook., and met athearty wel-
come. Prices were irregularly high-
er on Spinning Leaf and Wrappers
for Plug and Cigars, but not quota-
bly so. Good Regis leaf continues
scarce, and Italian Leaf, which this
market generally otters in large
quantities, continue* almost absent
from the break.; and this is the more
noted, an there were no It gie loose
purchases tuiP year to motion) this
style of Leaf. Li god Lugs were in
strung demand, but the general run
fell quietly into the arms of the
eire.n eh 'maidens" 'The continued
drought has put speculation orders
into the market, and unless there are
good rains boon they will largely in-
crease.
The table of the tobacco crop of
1e4.13, as returned to the Auditor of
Public Accounts from the list taken
from each County Aesessor in the
State, has just been compiled.
total crop in pounds for the year was
203,301,83,4, as compared with 201,118,-
315 for the previous year. Davies.
county is the banner tobacco county
in the State, it showing the largest
crep, both in 1402 and 1893. Chris-
tian county is second, Henderson
third, Graves fourth, Logan fifth,
and Webster sixth. Thews six coun-
ties, all in the "peonyrile" oouutry,
raised 60 993,100 pounds, or 30 per
cent. of all the tobacco grown in the
State in 1693. In the counties of
Bourbon, Clark, Fayette, Harrison,
Jessamine, Madison. Scott, Shelby
and Woodford, the heart of the Blue-
grass district, which at one time
raised hemp Welty, there were 18,-
493,880 pounds of lobster° raised in
1892, and 24,476,370 pounds in 1093, or
an increase of a little more than 30
per cent.
The following is the table by coun-
ties, showing the pounds raised in
each county, both in 1892 and 1393,
ir I Z. :
Adair 
Alien 
Anderson
Ballard 
Barren 
Bath 
Bell 
Boone 
Etourbou 
Boyd 
Boyle 
Bracken 
1892. 1896.
389,406
655,215
881,176
2,1184,825
3,274,750
1,668 500
8(43
1,067008
2,630,866
2,832
173,000
3,990,260
Breathitt.  6 994
Breckinridge .. 2,222,760
Builitt  - 60,970
Butler   384,452
584,020
918,824
711,200
3,040,600
2,672,240
1,232,500
8,692
1,730,300
2,760,300
8,616
142,160
2,730,600
10,292
3,0'10,100
76,880
171,860
Aim Sarah F.• Cibi
Auburn, Mass, 
AllBroken Down
Weak, Nervous, Dizzy Spells
Hood's Sarsaparilla Perfectly Cured.
"C. I. Hood kCo., Lowell, Mass..
" I had been in poor health for a long time.
For years no appetite au Ivry or Supper
was my best meal, but even thou I could not
ideep nights and I had to walk the door a great
deal at night. I was very nervous aod had fre-
quent (Buy spells and headaches. I suffered
with pains In my bowels.
I Did Not Think I Could Live
tree months when I decided to try Hood's Sar-
saparilla for my blood. ltd ore lead used one
bottle I begat to feel better and my app. ute
Improved. I was troubled with constipation, so
I got a box of Hood's Vegetable Pills. SOGYI
I passed a knotted tape worm M feet long.
At once the pains In my bowels ceased and
though very weak, I began to reek up In appir
Hood'suPsCures
Ills and strength. I am no longer troubled with
headache Or dizzy spas, and sleep soundly. I
am perfectly well and work hard each day."
MRS. SARAH F. comas, Auburn, Mass.
Hood's pills cure all liver Ills, biliousness,
lettudies, indlgeetion, Wet a/sedates. Ma.
Calloway 
44:374 722:1561266 41:431,017TOCaldwell 
211)31.85°9 '0
Campbell 
345,300Carlisle 
'.-larroll   2,6/57,700 2,274 4(X',
Carter 
964180'610075
CCCFiriksytilla  
18,2084 864 a ,:7277 66 '12 11.779 966
2,004,165 2,776.200
Clay 8,204 996
Crittenden  2,277,746 2,315.070
Clinton 
CDuambsserland.... 343,800 868,350vie
 
14,464,391 13,028,802
ltdmundeon 162,159 399,660
Eilloit  1.'6,0 e1,052
Estilling  
3.27755
1,220
I.F,aloyyedtte . . . .  1.180.mo 1,727,100
 
3,343,108 3,123,100
Franklin  
5 0,T2 10 060
2,319 460 1 877.365
Fulton 
Grant
trd  
379,000
1,032,900 1,044180'7Gallatin 50
Gravest  r 
Green
 ay s o  o  154 957 
848 970 456400
 8,066,800 8 107,800
 
11,161,710 0,213,800
sireenup 
  
570,156 
2296_22:_210615
170,000 
Hancock....   1,724 800 1,771,868
Hardin I)... ...   173 614 253 960
Harlan....  4 933 
3
 
 2 849,600 3,928.5%2
Hart  2 500,245 2.890,444
Hendrerson  9 701,110 10,164,000y
  
2536,141 8, 007,450
Hickman 
Hopkins  
775 046
Jackson 
- 4 667: ,5001 41:7086:773 2 0271007895)4
3 853
J. it -note...-.
j.lsonsatusomniu.
Kenton  
12,802
89,6M-..95
688 300
6 306I{Kunoxtt 
8 997
Lsrue 
8178.,!100251416
iLa, itrwrreeln. oo .. .... 2f141 , 20407
111,83:4
2::116325Lee 
Leslie 
io•tcher  
.
17,22°150
Lewis 869 7001,205 600
ILlivnicongstolo  u..... 60624 18 300,00081  
781,1bo
Logan  6,119,620 8,440,021.4
MLYatdinison  
1,479,007 '2.186 7*.
Waft 510)(8/ 88',450
Meat Min  
77875°
Marion 
2,:piro 2 849945 '3009Marshall 
Martin....  6 7.5 11 573
Mrcekenns.o.   4 899 950 4 162,700m
1.8-23310 LOW 560
McLean, ..  3,765,195 3,604900
Meade..... . 153,662 150.000
Menefee 
Metcalf   1,21)7
2,620 15,800
811,150
Monroe  
86097'568410 1,831:95:85021
9468e733,950c1704
142,00.1
Montgomery  1,260,770
Morgan..  22,661
Muhlenberg   3,175,649 2 947 424
Nelson . 
Nicholas  It =2441,530U 3,342 2U0
Ohio.
wen  Oldham  
3,298,642 4,24820,t
110,000 
62
 4,514.900 3,204,2°10(1
Opewerrlyey  10,126 5 979
Pendleton 3,894 348 3,352 820
Poi kweel 1  
6,821
Pulaski  
17,60 11,482
It 180.,1175852 
9,516
BOO
33,806
Robertems...... 1,468,475 967,800
Rookoastie 220 476
Rowen..,  19,090 17 546
it ussei I .
Shelby  
. 19,178 76,946
Scott 
. ..
  
S,198,400 4,189,700
Simpson  
 8 677,460 4,226.200
2,6147,02,011:80 3,129 750
+pioneer 
81
Tallor  471,2:a
66"70Todd ......  4,/t67,(115 5,4028,,8160051)
TVrilmilble .. 1,f042 385 1.474,670
Iv‘Jhalrornen.......... 2,102,430 1,904 WO
W,asyhol:gtoll.... 6,1.680482697,S00845174 437547:
%WV hbitill1.•; 
6827,9"141
 7,06196,217870 8,218 lele
Wolfe.... .,.. 121,665774 
21 398400
Woodford ...... 1,1100,860 2,970,000
Total 2717116,715 908 301,634
Pew's This.
We Os* Hundred Dollars Re-
ward for any case of Catarrh that
cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh
Cure,
F. J. CHENEY & CO, Props.,
Toledo, 0.
We the undersigned have known
known F. J. Cheney for the last 15
years, and believe him perfectly hon-
orable in all business transaction,
sod financiallg able to carry out an;
obligation amide by their firm
WEST at TRUAX, Wholesale Drug(
I.., Toledo, G.
WALDINO, KIERAN A Mi•RV IN,
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, C.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken inter-
nally, acting directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system
Price 750 per bottle. Sold by all
druggists. Testimonials free.
) cE A MILLIONAIRE.
Now ea Trial for Forgery-Such is
the Fa 'e of Erastas Wyman.
New York, June 13.-Erastue WI-
may, charged with forgery, was ar-
raigned he-slay. The District Attor-
ney has decided to try him for forg-
ing a check on the Chemical National
Bank for $6,000, drawn by R. U. Dun
te, Co., to Mr. Bullinger's order. The
specific charge is forgery in the sec-
ond degree, for eshich the maximum
punishment, is ten years in State
prison.
Gen. B. F. Trimly, for the defence,
is assisted by Mr. Greenshields, tl C.,
of Montreal.
THE GIRL'S FATHER
---
Slew the Man Who Wronred
Would,Not Marry Her.
sad
('hicago, June 14.-The mystery
surrounding the killing of Archi-
bald McKilloy, a street-oar conduc-
tor, who was shot to death on the
street here, has been cleared up and
found to be C. F. Keatley, a traveling
man, whom, daughter McKillop is
said to have wronged. Keatley's son,
a young Chicago attorney, has con-
teased that he and his father made
many unsuccessful attempts to Com-
pel the dead man to marry Miss
Keatley, and upon hiu final refusal,
the enraged father deliberately fired
five shots into MeKillop's body.
Keatley was formerly a wealthy
woolen goods manufacturer, having
operated an extensive stocking fac-
tory a: Connersville, Ind. He met
with business reverses, however, and
lost a portion of his fortune. He was
for a long time associated in business
with ex-United States Treasurer J.
H. Huston at Connersville.
Dr. Price's Cream Raking Powder
Wertir•Pale Mighest Medal sod usesoma.
YOUR UNCLE SAM
Will Inaugurate a New Mons)
Order System on the First
Day of July.
Everybody who sends or r (+elecs
cash through Uncle. elanu'e mails will
leg interested to learn that on July 1
e u. w money order system will eo
ute effect by wiloh both large and
mall sums can be readily t rennin it
ted by leiter with at s Outs safety and
at rates much :roe than they are al
preemie The defects of the eysirni
that has been in operation for thirty
years with but slight changee have
now been remedied, and the needful
requirements supplied for II NUICC4.60
ful and modern m iney order mysteto,
adapted in every respect to the wan -
of the present day. With the 'reliant*
of the new money order the poet. 1
trots will be abolished, since there
will no longer be any need of it.
1 he eche (Jule of fees to be charged
by the various ex pi P1141 companies for
transmitting money, and will be as
f
For 12 50 or lase, 3 cents.
$250 to $5, 5 cents.
15 to $10, 8 cent..
$10 to $20, 10 cents,
$20 to 130, 12 erotic
$30 to $40, 16 cents.
$40 to $50, 18 cents.
$60 to $60, 20 cents.
$60 to $75, 25 cents.
$75 to $100, 30 cent".
While the preeeut postal note fee
Is the same as that of the minimum
money order, 3 cents, and the highest
amount for which the postal note
can he issued Ili $4 90, the experience
for several years past has proven that
the average amount for which postal
notes are issued is $1 88, so that it le
evident that a very large portion are
Issued for amounts less than $2 50
and therefore under the new system
the lowest denomination of the
money order will substantially sup-
ply all the facilities at present af-
forded by the postal note. The ad-
vantage of sending by express is in-
sured and if loot le replaced, while
Uncle Sam does not agree to be re-
sponsible for any lc sc. He will pun-
ish Inc man caught stealing your
money, but he will
your lose.
Time postal note in
security whatever
not make good
practice gives no
to the sender.
Anybody can get one cached simply
by signing his name and presenting
Ii for payment at any post-offi ee au-
thorised to pay notes at all, so that
the risk in sending it through the
malls is just as great as in sending
actual money, the only advantage
being that it can be made out for a
fractional sum.
vrbee Baby was sick. we gave her Caritorla.
When *he was a CL:',1, she cried f:4r Caidoria.
When she became Mint, she dung to Cagtoria.
When she had Children, she gave them Castor*
BOLD THREATS
Made by Alabama Mineis
Against Railroad
Engineers.
Warned Not to Haul An) More
Scab Coal.
Moister Mass-Meeting of Miners Call-
ed for Monday.
Assets: to the New 6sti.
Birmingham, June 14 -Not leafle-
tted with the results from burning
bride, s and attempting to stop coal
traffic, the striking 'ninon' have
made another move by which they
hope to gain the eupport I f the rail-
road engineers Notices hays teen
sent to the engineer. on the Kansa*
City, Meru plus A litrtnlogliam notl
fyIng them not to haul any more scab
coal at the peril of their lives. These
letters are very threatening sod are
signed "One Thousand Min•ra." The
miners think by lutitnidation they
oan bring on a strike of locomotive
engineers an I there`iy carry their
strike, as this is a lava resort.
A monster mass meiotic"' of every
miner in Alabama has been celled
for M Imlay as a result of the failure
of the joint conference of runlets and
operators Tuesday.
DO YOU WISH
To regain your health if you are all
broken down and sufferittir front her-
von' prooratinn 9 I will tell you
what cured me after puttering for
months. I used two bottlog of Sul-
phur Bitters, ciud now I am a well
mate-C. Stiles, Bookkeeper, Canton.
'ebony's Natural Philosophy,
Little Johnny tin kite tilitel-1 sow
• locomotive rushin. along by itself
an' goin' like everything. I thoughe
every minute it would dodge dow n
into the river or somewhere.
Father-Why should it?
Little Johnny-It hadn't any tail.
- -
Sudden Reformation.
Chummy-So there has been no huz-
ing in your college this year?
Soph-No. At the beginning of the
term the president announced that one
of the freelonen was an ei-oowboy,
but he refused to tell which one it
was.
KNOWLEDGE
Brings comfort and improvement and
tends to personal enjoyment when
rightly used. The many, who live bet-
ter than others and enjoy life more, with
less expenditure, by more promptly
adapting the world's beat products to
the needs of physical being, will attest
the value to health of the pure liquid
laxative principles embraced in the
remedy, Syrup of Figs.
Its excellence is due to its presenting
in the form most acceptable and pleas-
ant to the taste, the refreshing and truly
beneficial properties of a perfect lax-
ative; effectially clitmnsing the system,
diapelling ck.!els, headaches and fevers
and permanently curing constipation.
It has given satisfaction to millions and
met with the approval of the medical
profession, because it acts on the Kid-
ney., Liver and Bowels without weak-
ening them and it is perfectly free from
every objectionable substance.
Syrup of Fig., is for sale by all drug-
gists in 60 cent bottles, but it is man-
ufactured by the California Fig Syrup
Co. only, whose name is printed on every
and being well inforined,_you will not
package, also the name, Syrup of Firs,
accept any substitute if offered.
• -•••"-koeserewaseoi .0.5....
Pimply (iris
Pimply Boys
And Every Person
Afflicted with
Torturing
Disfiguring
Humiliating Humors
Find Instant Relief
And Speedy Cure
By Using
Cuticura Remedies
Sold throughout the world. Porree Dire
•en ("eau 'oar., Banos ,f4ole Prop..sir "All
attout the Blood, Skin, Scalp and lisle," rms.
Se- Pimple*, blackhead.. oily skin sad falling
ken previashad and cured by Cut).oans loop.
BUCKNER & HAYS
REAL ADSTATE,
INSURANCE
ACE NCY.
HOPKINSVILLE. KY.
CITY PROPERTY FOR SALE
Two story frame reindeer*, 2 acre lot. *mar
glue east 7th ML, containi. a cave in which
meats Se can be kept At all seasons. _sot
puce and terms eery.
Two story frame dwelling anti 2 acre lot
west 7th rt. splendid residence.
Brick dwelling, 10 rooms, vestibule halls
3 acre lot, trees, shrubbery and out- bui'dings
3early new, beet rtablebee in city. Walnut
street.
Cottage and lot on north side Kb st., just
above Oath,,Iic c hu h, lot 602163 ft.
Two lose, each @Oxide ft., north side 5th et_
above Catholic churce.
Lot on south side SDI at, opposite Cadboll,
church.
Cottage and acre lot north side Rh et, ad
loaning Mrs. t Ratio/lain.
Acre lot on 9th it adjoining We 'above.
Cottage and lot etualut ft on west aide Jer
up's Avenue.
Elegant two story frame residence, oornei
14th and Walnut street.
Brick residence and lot 425ax123 ft, Cornet
Campbell and 11th its.
Residence lot si2 1-2 32 ft, corner 12th see
Campbell au.
DestrieJle dwelling and lot with trees
shrubbery and green-homes, west aide Brown
between 2nd and 4th ate, at a bargain
Dwelling and lot about Maki!, south Rid.
east 7th it.
Lot tehdale, :sorrier Belmont and th sts
Finest lot on 7411 street
Business lot 19 2-35119 ft.. 7113 et. next Lc
New Kra office.
Business cit 352110 ft. corner Water And its
Its., near U. V. freight depot.
Elegant residence lots on South Virginia
St. Merl Oft. to alley. Beat residence propertj
in the city and at a be . gain.
SUBURIAN PROPERTY.
Horse with 5 mount lot en libeZtia, just on,
site, near Hopewell Cemetery
Desirable residence Iota on east 7th at, Jul
out side city limits.
Desirable Iota west of North 1110/61 St, JUS
out side city limits-
46 acres desirable residence lots, ono mile
south from city, on Palmyra road
FIRM PROPERTY.
Good farm of 116 scree on Oreenvnie road,
Smiles from city, will divide It ti desired.
142 acre farm 3 miles east from Crofton
Good Ilmestadie laud.
Farm of 2431 scree, well improved, near
Newatead, at a bargain.
Fine S50 at-re stock farm. well Improved
Smiles from Hoptinsville, abundance of
timber and running water.
Farm of 1116 acres, near Montgomery, te
Trigg county, Ky , well improa ed and with
an abundance of timber and water, good
neighborhood and flue land. • bargain.
We blue One farms ranging from MO tn tli
acres end to price from as a) to NW 04 per
;acre. Cali on or address.
BUCKNER k HAYS.
LAMEST STICK. ARTISTIC MINIS
LA
 
D1 go ii s T FAIL To Leta. ON
MIN IDA ALLEN,
-THE MILLINER-
Ninth Street, next door to
John Moayon's.
My stock is larger than ever be-
fore. It eribracee everything nice in
ladies', 121.i sem' rad children's head.
wear. I have 'lad twelve years ex-
perience as a ',simmer. and feel that
I am justiflel in believing I can
please the most fastidous. My
prices are he lowest and would ap•
pmciste rour patronage greatly.
Please crJi before making your ur-
chases.
All TN town, SittrIl
ELECTRIC TELEPHONE
.1.f no vont. 110 (0) aft/ Adar0
101 I , or WI I.
home. ti-, more And oft., (*natant tartaati
news sed bre ee)lor On own h
Armee usable homed goalie per dm.
On. fig a r..00111101.0 means • •al• 10 .11 tbfy
S5bt.nr. Slim is•trutnant. no ton, worn
asswiere. RD/ distal,. romploota, road, for
um amp niitip Aniod ( be tot up by any ,q444.
illoyer ,nit of nr.irr, no r.,-.- rev laata a if.
tint . Narns4044,1 A swag al•kor Ht.
W. Harrison a co.. Clorit 10. Cohnabos. P
Cult 11 444..•1114 4. ma./ii tglAlai 5.
ORMS!
,WHITE'S CREAM
VERMEFUGE
FOR 20 YEARS
Has led all Worm Remedies.
EVERY BOTTLE GUARANTEED.
501.1) 1 VI' ft YW HERE.
Peewee ay kiln 4 I.0•=1 be RID. CO„ WT.1.40
 •
.01MT AI
I ; • ,..f•11.11(1 314 pago
. f roro poop:e core4
fr.. by Nt,.h. lig else WI cum
COOK REsEDY CO. Chicago. Ill
Mt,
COME IN AND SEE!
s== ?---
The prettiest stock ot SrRING 6001)3 ever put on
the flopkinpville Market is to be keen at the Handsome
Store of
urd. Aar. orcolvDmio,
Headquarters! or Dress Goods and Trimmings in the latest Novelties
Wash Dress Fabrics in endlein variety. Embroideries and
L 
- The largest and best assorted stock in the city. Pwotions
and Fancy Coods-A full line. Gloves, Handkerchiefs. Corset,.
Hosiery, Collars and Cuffs, Ladies Waists, Lace Curtaiea. White Quilts,
Gents' and Ladies' Furnishing Goods, Parsaols, trubrellas, Stamped
Goods, Drapery Mulls, Silkerlines and Silk Fringe to match tic, Aut.
Carpets, Rugs and Mattings,
My stock in this department is one of the largest in the city, embracing
the new patterns in Moquette. Body and Tapestry Brussels, all wool sod
cotton ingrains. Cottage, Irish Brussels and Hemp, Linoleum. and. Oil
Cloths. Lovely line of Bugs. Many new things in Matting.
Shoes Shoes!' 
Just received a new line of Gents', Ladies and Misses' Shoes and Ox-
ford Ties. anti in fact my stock is complete in every department. Be sure
you see my goods when in need of anything in nily,my
,T 1V1, J NES,
geszstsmnzsmvsnneNnisnmy-y-v.
ALWAYS RacketT :BUSY
>!'
WILL PLACE ON SALE-
Wednesday June 20,
.eA.T 9 .c1.-
1 Lot Straw Matting, Sc per yard, by the roll only.
Special Prices on all Matting Wednesday only. Our New
York buyer has bought at auction matting at 25 to 50 per
cent. below market prices and we give you the beneft
Wednesday, June 20.
1 Lot extra good Mexican Grass Hammocks 59c each.
1 Lot extra good Mexican Grass Hazurnocks, larger, 69c each.
1 Lot extra good Mexican Grass Hammocks. Nery large, 75c each
Hammock spreaders or ropes Sc each Wtdnesday.
1 Lot fine long handle 3 prong pitch forks. 19c each.
1 lot fine steel oak handle carpenters drawing knives 23c each
I lot sprinklers at 9c, 19c, 25e and 35c each.
10 doz. ladies' Chemisettes, asst. colors and sizes. all nice
goods. Price Wednesday morning lc each.
1 lot ladies' canvas belts, all colors, fine nickle plated buckles,
go Wednesday morning at lc each.
1 lot table oil cloth, marble 1 yds. wide, 2nd tpiahtv, Wed-
nesday morning 34e a yard.
Fine Ceylon Teas, imported direct by our New York House.
Put up in 1 lb. packages, only 35c per lb. Blended Tea 40e
Blended uncolored 50c, also Green Teas at 40, 50 and 67c
per pound, sold by the package of 1 pound each only.
We may add other items to this sale as
our buyer in New York sends us goods
4 almost daily.
Some poor devil busts every minute
New York and our buyer is always on
hand with the ca3h. Come Wednesday'
m)rning at 9 a. m. if you expect to get any:
, of these goods as advertised.
;cia5raAA
ERMAN SPRINGS,
TRIGG COUNTY, KENTUCKY,
S. W. GUNN & CO„ Prop's.
This famous he 1 th r'essure rector., the oldest in Western Ken-
tucky, is situated .. I) V Railroad, 14 niece from Prine-ton sged 110
Tile, from Hopitiu vii., mina s open the year round. FOUR 1 RAINd
DAILY.
THE HOTEL ACCOHODAT13NS ARE UNSURPASSED '
StlAtri& gitgit ih:dirm!
Temperature of Rd Itibue Woe'. 611 iiegre..., fi wing from • hold •rol ntre•
sr failing spring. AN XcELLEN I' ITALIAN STRING BAND oN
HAND. Rates rrasousble aud made known on application. A dormer pro-
prietors,
EL W. 3- T.TINTI\T cSE CC• 9
je Descriptive Pamphlet and lout Particulars. niny•r season now open.
W n, WHIELKK. II, SAXON. Bookkeeper JiiFIN 111. MILLS
WHEELER, MILLS & CO.,
TODUCO It1121011011Selliell Rig Mer01121113
AND GRAIN DEALERS.
FIREPROOF WAREHOUSE RUSSELLVILLEAND RAILROADSTREES. HOPk.I4SVI1LE, K.
Liberal Advance on Consignments. All Tobseco sent to eDvered by Insurance.
ROBERTS WOOLDRIDGE
Livery, Feed and Sale Stable.
NINTH STREET, NEAR L. A N. DEPOT, HOPEINSVTLI.R,
PENCERIA BUSINESSCOLLEGESJOICORPOIIATILD..
The great practical linsinese Training. Honk-Keeping and Shorthorn,:
d/Ilegus. They give a passport • , business and success. Catalogue
Enos Spenidar, Pree't, .1 . F. Fi- Soc'y. Address I-40encerian cothee
Louisville, Ky., Owensboro, Ky., or Evansville, incl.
MADELINE POLLARD vs. BRECKINRIDGEA hang Girl-A Nosbor of Coofiress..7..s...-=',=:::=', I ""Nisikt;Pcr NMI"
500,000 Will Ito Sold „Dr, ...,~C ,.'':-;.*'.7.;.?:"TOIITFIT FREE AGENTS WAIIIIRVICTORY PUPLISHINO O.. 113"3i Ste St!, elne-10na' 0.
VI11//11/t1/1111/11M11/11Mt/r/r111111/IMMM/V
2.00 GIVEN FREE! %
We have jtit received and will she to every purchaser of a Suit worth
$7.50- and up a fine
GOLD PLAITED WATCH CHAIN!
Warranted by the Manufacturers to wear the years,'(some beautiful patterns)
and at the same time will sell you a Suit as cheap or less than any merchant
Ill Hopkinsville.
We have only a limited quantity of Chains. It will entail a great cost
but we had rather give it to our Customers than to Newspapers. Come and
see for yourself.
Mammoth Clothing& Shoe Co_
A"'‘'•:it eet*IlleeertIefreeeloore000teoroeseterer...poranrefelseSSONIDwalltkoreettneeeleinillaaggligeseectetzeetter-reoo,-olereoerep.tenco- •
dit
ammilmommeomme 
• • eleeediffellieMeseaserassettests
THE NEW ERA
$1 A YEAR.
aeseepou as me rumen°, ta lioesuasydie I.
e seed claim missile
Clan Rat a.
We will furnish the Weekly Now
Ems sad any of the publication
named below et prices iudicated:
Commercial (Jessie.*  51.70
Daily Lou te•Ille Puss. e.  LW
tl lobe Le soot rat.  1.75
emcee° maws 
 
ht.
OIL Loins Twice • West sesestele LI
()earlier-Journal
Cusetassei enquirer $A
Cala tory Wiaigaaine CM
Si. '!"ficholaa. La
Pareeer's H01110.1essasto Lie
Seri beer's Magall110 11.111
gook Buyer  Lai
It arper'a al &confirm LW
Harper' Weekly ' eele
Harper. Kezar. Lae
st&fref • Young Pewees LSO
tiom Wags:Hee  *10
Eon to,* v Met1.011101  
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moms quv itorittg.
Mr. Loam MiCord, of Era, was here
this week.
Bury Ware spent yesterday In
Mr. B. M. Powers, of Fruit HD'. was
here to-day.
Mr. W B. Brewer, of Fairview,
was here Monday.
Mr. C. C. Cert.', of Elmo, was In
ttio city yesterday.
Mr. Jews B wling, of Crottoo, was
here Wedneeday
Mr. J. N. Underwoodas here
yeeterday from (..ireeey.
Dr. Petrie and wife, of Fair•lew,
were in tbe city Monday.
Mr. John W. Blwilog, of Crofton,
was in the city Wedueeday.
Messrs. Coleman Martin and John
Boyd. of Kelly, were in town to-day.
Miss Ida McNichol, of Linton,
Trigg county, was in lb* city yester-
day.
Miss Ivy Meacham Ls visiting the
family el E. M. Gooch, on East Ninth
--street.
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Wilkine, of
North Christian, were in Lb. city
this week.
Mies Sallie Crenshaw, of Roaring
is:priori. ROI in the city irboppiut
Wedneeday.
Miss Nora Badger, of Nashville, is
visiting the family of ber uncle, Mr.
Thos. Wall.
Mr. Jahn M. Carter, of the Ken-
nedy neighborhood, was in the city
on hostas*. yeet•rday.
Mrs. Wall. F0411111, Mrs. Herrielt
cleat and Miss Addle Belle Whitt,
went down to Lafayette yesterday
to spend several weeks.
Setae Sallie Rust left yesterday
afternoon to visit friends in the
neigtiborhnod of Trenton.
Masora M. A. Holt and Gus Miles,
of Bennettetown were among the
vial ore to the city to-day.
Miss Li tie Hall, who has been at.-
tendrils s3t1001 in this city, loft Sat-
urday for bet home in Henderson.
Mrs. Gaines and her sister, Miss
1Witr4etes Usher, of the Newstead
netehborhood, were in the city
Tamelay.
Mimeo Belle Moore, Bettie Boot-
ees*, Marie Tyler, Mary Withers and
Bessie Campbell went over to Clarks-
ville Saturday to visit friends.
Paducah News of Saturday even-
ing: Mrs. S A. White left this
morning to spend the summer at her
deoghter's in Hopkinsville, Ky.
Mrs. Harvy and daughter, Mies
Sews, and Master Ray Harvy, of
Clarksville, have returned home
after a pleasant •isit to Mrs. S. R.
Crussbaugh.
Miss Sarah Pearce, who has been
visiting friends in the city since the
closing of Bethel Female College,
where she had hoeu a pupil, loft this
morning for her home at Kuttawa.
Miss Birdie clime has returned to
her home in Cadiz, after a pleasant
The Hendersoa Journal of Satur-
day says: "Mrs. R. H. Arvin, of this
county, left yesterday for Christian
- t-3 county to visit relatives."
THURSDAY NIGHT.
On last evening at $ o'clock
tile doors of the Tabernacle ;were
thrown open for We public to wituess
the closing exercise, of the High
School Deportment of the Sop. ins-
•Ille Public Schools. The entertain-
meat was, without doubt, a moot
plessaut affair. The address was
delivered by Dr. McLean, purtor of
the First Cumberland Presbyterian
church of Evansville, Ind., who is
so pleeediogly good speaker.
On the Invitations Dent out by the
Graduating Cisme appeors the motto,
"Row, not Drift." It is to be hoped
that in the life which is before them
the young peopt• who grad-
uated last night will ever Steep
before theft minds eye this most ex-
cellent motto, not only remember it,
but take heed to it. Toe maoy are
rationed with drifting-few are will-
ing to Undergo the labor of rowing.
The graduating ciao' of 1894 is com-
posed of six young ladies and an
tqual number of young gentlemen,
and oomparee favorably with any
class that has gone out from the Pub-
lic Schools In past years. The young
ladies who will be given diplomas
are:
Miss Georgia Hickman Clark,
" Elisabeth Gant Gaither,
Alice Zastland Lander,
Eula Ague* Moore,
hula May Richards,
Tony Clardy Ware.
Tbe young men who have complet-
ed the amass are:
George Clifton Long,
JUNO David Russell,
George Dennis rillaw,
Edmund William Starling,
t,sorge Roberts Yost,
James Abner Young.
The krand Jury.
Monday the grand jury, which
hes been in 'erasion for a week, came
into court and filed twelve indict-
inert., wbich charge twenty-two per-
sons with havinfviolated tbe statutes
of the Commonwealth of Kentucky.
Those indicted are as follows:
P. G. Kelly, peddling without
iceose.
Bud Welch end nine other Defrost',
assault aud battery.
Oscar H an be ry , trespass.
Wm. Orissa's, F. M. West, John
Pepper, gaming.
W. M. Long, peddling without D-
eena%
Martha Randolph, malicious cut-
ting, two cases.
Bud Porter, a negro, malicious
shooting.
Beverly Adams, a negro, wilful
murder.
Al Carter, a negro, grand larcen y
Ebeneser Petty, peddling without
lemmas.
John Manson, a negro, malicious
shooting
The grand jury, after filing the
above inelietenenu, returned to its
room to consider other cases which
were to be lovernigated. Th. Inquis-
itorial body may be in session several
days yet.
Jeff Morrie is always up with the
styles Try him. Shop over H000er
• Ballard's.
LOST-A leather pocket book con
tamping notes and valuable papers
Lost on Princeton road. Finder wit
return to tilts Ottee and be rewarded
J. H. Muerity,
Sinking Fork, Ky.
International Christian En-The
deavor Convention meets at Cleve-
land, 0., July 11-14 A special train
from Cincinnati will carry the Kett-
tuck; ,deletrates. Hopkiosville wil
doubtlem have, large delegation.
Patronize Warder white shaving
parlor., you will find the beet work-
men and the only first close shaving
parlors in the city. Three white
barbers. Rooms on West 7 h Street
near Kentucky New Kra oftloe.
L H. McKee, Adm'r. of Chas.
McKee, deed., will sell at public
auction, his personal effects, consist-
ing of young horses and mule*, oat-
tie, sheep, bogs and implements, on
the old Chas. McKee farm, Tuesday,
June 19, 18144. sr lei 1.
Mr. J. L Carter ard Miss May
Robie, of Lafayette, went over to
Clarksville and were married at the
Arlington Hotel there Friday night.
They were scocmpanied by Mr.
Charles Edwards and Miss Lou Mer-
ritt, both of Lafayette.
A new weekly paper is soon to be
started in Lexington. Tbe paper is
to be non-partisan and non-sectar-
ian. The name of the paper is to be
the Saturday Night Searchlight, and
$7,500 is to be put into it at the start.
The promoters of the paper will not
allow their name* to be used as yet.
It is said that comparatively little
tobacco teas been planted in the
Ursoey neighboi hood. If all the
f .rmers In Kentucky, Tenueesee and
Virginia w ruld plant small crops
this year they would find that next
season their tobacco would be worth
something. That's about the only
way in which prices can be brought
up.
The mutual distilling company
over at Uniontown paid into the
leuited States Treasury last month
fer tax on whisky the sum of $731,4i0
and for the fiscal year up to June lot,
eleven month., the enormous sum et
$2,175,000. For handling this vast
sum of money the stamp deputy at
Uniontown receives only $75 per
month.
List lie id ry th• P !mistral's Rte-
road Company niede a ill set remark-
able run with a freignt between
Louisville and Chicago. The train
consisting of fifteen carloads of cat-
tle, left Lrulaville at 10:35 a. in. and
reached Chicago at II :20 p. in., and
the cattle were feeding in their pens
at 11:4 This is the fastest time
ever made by a freight train for that
distance in the West.
In the Circuit e urt at Princeton
last week Thomas Wereten was fined
$300 and sentenced te confinement in
the county jell for fifty days in each
of two cases for violating the prohib
Rion law. A mere against him for
selling liquor to a minor was dismiss-
ed, and he was; fined fifty dollars in
another case for the same offense.
Convictions were secured in every
case tried at this term of the court
but one.
Prof. A. C. Goodwin made
many friends in this city while be
was at the bead of South Kentucky
College, and each and every one of
them will be glad to know that he is
meeting with 'ammo at Owensboro.
At a meeting of the directory of the
Owensboro Female College last Fri-
day night Prof. Goodwin was elected
president of the institution, Prof. W.
H. Stuart having tendered hi' resig-
nation. The New Has hopes that
Prof. Goodwin will have a large
school when he opens in the fall.
On Friday tbe Zeod lost, the sea-
son at Cerulean Springs will be in-
augurated by a grand bop. Cerulean
has grown wonderfully in popularity
since the building of the railroad
made it elegy of access, and the man-
agers anticipate a very succeseful
season this year. fliers is not a
more pleasant place anywhere than
Cerulean for one to go to rest up from
the the worries sad cares of a budl
nese life. Better water is not to be
found anywhere, and as to hotel ac-
commodations, they are all that mould
be desired.
The programs have been sent out
for the twelfth annual meeting of the
Sunday School Assembly of the Cum
beriand Presbyterian church In Ken-
tucky, which will convene at Frank-
lin on the 19th of this month and are
jowl* on the evening of the 21st. The
State officers are, Rev. J R. Crow.
ford, of 0 erensboro, president, and
Mies Mary E. Smith, of Bowling
Green, secretary and us surer. Tee
aldose' of welcome will be delivered
by Hon. I. Herschel Goodnight, of
Franklin. Ou the afternoon of Tburs
day, the 21at, Rev. A. C. Biddle will
address the Assembly on The Home
Class Department." All who desire
to attend will get reduced rates on
the railroads.
Capt. Sweeney, U. S. A., San Diego,
Cal., says: "Shiloh's Catarrh Reme-
dy is the first medicine I have ever
found that would do me any good."
Pries 80 ota. Sold by Wyly & Burnett.
There was a case In the circuit
court a day or two ago against J.
Staten, who resides near this city, for
obstructing public highway. When
arrested be got Mr. Girard, the butch
er to go on his bond-placing $50 in
Girard', heads to make him secure.
Toe jury did not finish the case on
Wednesday night, but on Thursday
morning returned a verdict fining
Stile $35 Stout then went to (li-
r ad sad told him that the jury had
diamiseed him and that he would
little to get his $50. Girard not know.
erg •nything to the contrary paid the
money over, but later found cut Let-
ter and had a warrant issued for the
arrest of Statute Deputy Sheriff 44 o
lay found the man at the depot wait-
ing to take the night train for St
Louis to which city be bad already
ilorrhafted his ticket. On payment of
the money, however, he was released.
Judge Barr's decision that the at -
perste statute Is unconstitutional was
simply on a demurrer, the case itself
going over to the January term ol
court. His decision of the demurrer,
of course, Indicates what. his instruc-
tions will be to the Jury when the
case comes up for Anal trial, but no
appeal can be taken mite the final
judgement in January. This leaves
the railroads of the State in an un-
enviable position. If they follow the
Federal Judge's decision the State
authorities will pile up fines against
them, and if they do not there will
probably be a host of damage suits
from mercenary uegroes, and If the
Judge is sustained they will get
heavy damages. Judge Barr, in his
decision, expressly stated that the
law Was constitutional on railroad
traffic entirely within the State, and
said that if he could he would defiers
part only of the statute unconstitu-
tional, and he believed that it could
be easily amended to comply with
the constitutional provisione and re-
tain the law's essential features. He
dk1 not base his decision on an
abridgement of the rights of the ne-
gro, but purely on the ground that
the law interfered with commerce be-
tween the States. When the decision
was given there was a large delega-
tion of negro lawyers from Indiana
on band to shake hand4 with the ne-
gro and congratulate him. The rail-
road attorneys seemed confident that
Judge Barr would be overruled lathe
iCihrt of Appeals.
The finest 11 spectacle. ou earth at
Yates.
Bast metre i half soles $1, same teak
ed 15c at J tt Morris', shop over
Homier & Ballard's.
The proprietor of the Todd County
Tomes is buying new presses and new
material, preparatory to outraging
and otherwise impruviug his already
excellent taper.
Have your clothes cleaned and re-
paired by J. e N Fowright, the tailor.
Pant making a specialty. Your pat
runage is *elicited. Bridge street
opposite KENTUCKY NEW ERA office
Judge H. R. Littell did not leave
any wile-and under :the law all of
bis property will go to his sister, Mrs
J T Smith. Mr. J. T. Smith quail
fled yesterday and took charge of the
eotate.
Mr. Ira L. Smith has been elected
Secretary of the Hopkinsville Hotel
Company to fill the vacancy made by
the death of Judge Littell. Mr.
Smith will mike the company a good
officer.
An exchange says: "A ten dollar
bill does not rattle in your pocket,
but two pickles will. Iu a like man-
ner the man with only two grains of
sense will make more noise than One
with a head full of bralue "
Forbes & Bro., have begun the ii
creations for the building to be erect-
ed by Mr. J. H. Anderson at the cor-
ner of Tenth and Main streets. The
contract requires that the building
be completed by Oct. 1st.
Mr. Poll Bacon, who has for a con-
siderable length of time been mana-
ger of the large mill at Trenton, has
resigned hie position-the resigna-
tion to take effect the first of July.
Mr. Bacon, however, will remain in
the will another capacity.
A strong-mined woman who sup-
ports her husband remarked recently
that she wouldn't have the condi-
tions reversed. "You've no idea,"
see said, "how sweet and affectionate
a man Is who is dependent upon you
for his spending money."
On the evening of June 23rd, Mrs.
Garland Jones, a most talented and
well-informed lady, of the Pee Dee
or ighboihood, will deliver a lecture
at the Pee Dell church. Her talk will
be "Woman, Her Different Sphere.
and Relations of Life and her Mis-
sion in the World."
The comparative statement of the
earnings of the L. & N. railroad for
the drat week in June shows the de.
cease to be $31,255 se compared with
similar period last year. The de-
crease for the time embraced be-
tween July lot, 1893 and June 7th,
1694 is $3e93,382.10 as compared with
similar period twelve months pro-
les:UM
Mr. W. Eagle., of Oweosboro, who
was at one time a pupil of Mai
Ferrell's school in this city, and who
Is well and favorably kuowu here,
has just graduated with high honor
in the law class at the University of
Virginia. He has already taken his
Bachelor of Arts degree at this fa-
mous old school, and enters upon
his professional career with a "plea
did literary equipment for its arduous
duties.
We are in receipt of the second
number of the Sun, a new paper
started in Central City, at the head
of It appears the following words:
"Devoe d to the interest of Central
City, Mublenburg county and the
PUBLISHER" Mr. W. B. Barrett is
the editor and publisher. The Sun
is Democratic in its politicie-se all
good papers ought to be. The Sun
is a very creditable sheet from any
standpoint taken.
Or. Price's Cream Baking Powder
Most Perfect Mode.
This summer's advertising can be
made profitable if proper precaution
arid still is exercised iu conducting
it. The people are ready to avail
themselves of offers whieb appear to
present means of econom sing and
the merchant who will advertise an
article that is really servicible, at a
price consistent with the times, will
tied that be will get a good share of
the money that is spent. The man
who fails to adverthe this summer
will find it a most dreary seamen.
'I he expiration Tuesday ol ninety
days after the adjournment of theist*
legislature put into effree those laws
passed by that body, but which did
not go into immediate 'fleet on ac-
count of having no emergency clause.
Tee most imporeiot of these laws
which so went Into eft...et is the
"Husband and Wife" Bill, which
revo'utionizee the property rights of
married women, and in s fleet makes
every married woman a femtne sole
Teachers and all others interested
in the welfare of the public schools
watch with some ins iety any report
concerning ber per capita. Two years
ago it was $2.50, w bleb was consider ed
gos d Last year it reached $2 65, and
all were p'eased Now comes the setn-
ioMcial announcement that it will
not be less than $3 00, and may go a
little ab -rve that amount. Superin-
tendent Thompson hsa not all the
data from which to make his estimate
but he believe* it will be in th •
neighborhood of the above indicated
Schilob's Cure, the great cough and
Croup Cure, is for sale by us. Pocket
size contains twenty-five doses, only
26e. Children love it. Wyley & Bur-
nett.
Tuesday at noon at the iMethodist
Church at Cadiz, Miss Mary Summers
of that place, a young lady who is
much admired by all who are ac-
quainted with her, was married to
Mr. C. U. Fortran, of Galveston, Tex
Toe bride, al ways a very pretty young
lady, never looked more beautiful, it
is said by those who were present.
Tne church was filled to over dewing
with friends of the young couple
Mr. and Mrs. Fortran came to thla
city directly after the ceremony, arid
took the 5 o'clock train yesterday
evening for their future home at Gal-
veston.
The opinion that Judge Barr had
settled the Separate Coach law seems
to have gotten abroad among the le-
groom and is likely to get some of
them into trouble. Judge Barr bee
not made his final dectsion,-he only
over-ruled a demurrer-and when hi.
final rieci•iou shall have been made
it will not settle the matter, as it will
be appealed to the court of last moor'.
Tuetelay, John T Clay, a negro horse-
traiuer, of Lexington, attempted to
ride in the smoking car set apart for
white passengers under the Separate
Coach law. He was ejected and
threatens to bring suit for $10,001
damages against tbe L & N. at Lex-
ington. He will proceed under the
interstate commerce law.
Awarded
Highest Hoaors-World's Fair.
• D
MOST PERFECT MADE.
A pure Grape Cream of Tartar Powder. Free
(ton Ammonia, Alum ere any other adulterant
40 YEARS THE STANDARD.
Highest of all in Leavening Power.-Latest U.S. Gov't Report
Vl BakingPowder
ABSOLUTELY PURE
A farm for rent, apply to H. I)
Wallace. et II
Repairing neatly and promptly
done by JEFF MORRIS.
Mrs. W. R. Skeen died last Sunday
night at her home at Kelly Station.
Rev. J. C. Tate came very near
losing his borne over in Clarksville
by fire yesterday. The Leaf Chi oaf-
cle of yesterday said: "About 12:30
o'clock ti - lay an alarm of fire was
turned in, calling the firemen to the
residence of Mrs. J. C. Tate, on the
corner of College street and Univer-
sity avenue. It was found that the
house had caught between the cel!-
ing and roof in the kitchen, and the
blue was quickly t xtinguiebed, en-
tailing only a Might damage, possibly
more from water than fire."
Thousand. of new patrons have
taken Hood's S troapartilla this sea-
sou mid reset ei its benefit tit Wood
purified and strength restores'.
Dr. Wm. T. Beggs, one of the most
eminent surgeons and physicians in
the country, died at his home In
Nashville yesterday morning after a
brief illness. De lieges s.4 only
been conflued to his bed since Sun-
day. His death was due to a brain
trouble produced by an abscess on
the ear. Dr Briggs was an ex•Presi-
tient of the American Medical A000•
ciatioo, and was recently elected by
this aseociation as • delegate to the
International Medical College Con-
gress at Rome, Italy. He was born
In Bowling Green, Ky., in IteN, but
has practiced medicine in Neshville
for forty-two years.
The New York Legislature has
palmed, and the Governor signed,
a bill for the better protection of news
paper., which reads as follows: Any
persoe who willfully states, delivers
or transmitter by any moiling whatever
to any manager, editor, publisher,
reporter or other employe of a pub
limber of any newaptper, rutgaz ne
publication, periodical or serial, any
statement oonceruing any person or
corporation which, if published there-
in, would be libel, is guilty of a mis-
demeanor." This act takes effect on
September 1, 1894. It was passed by
the Legislature without opposition or
d'ocussion.
The Louisville Times of yesterday
afternoon contained the following
sketch of a man who is greatly be-
loved by a host of people in our city:
"Perhaps the oldest actively engaged
minister of the goer el in Kentucky is
Rev. Thomas Bottom Icy, at present
of klopkinsville. He is ninety years
of age and has been preaching fey
seventy-two years. he was born in
West Riding of Yorkshire, England,
in 1805. He began preaching when
seventeen years old. In 1824 he came
to this country, first living in New
York State and later in New Jersey.
He came to Kentucky in 1840, and
for over fifty years WAS actively en-
gaged in the work of the Methodist
ministry in the southern part of the
State. He bag had charge of churchs s
at Glasgow, Bowling Ueen, Franklin,
HopkinsvIlle and other towns in that
section. Notwithstanding his ex
trerne age he is wonderfully vigorous.
His et es are good, though he wears
glasses; his hearing is perfect and his
memory astonishing. He is known
all over the State and has preached
in the principal towns of Kentucky
He has been a successful minister.
lie seldom preaches now, but oc
casionally fills a pulpit and preaches-
an r Elective sermon."
Shiloh's Vitaliser is what you need
for Dyspepsia, Torpid Liver, Yellos
Skin or Kndney Trouble. It is guar
anteed to give you satiefactior
Price 75c. Sold by Wyly 1 Burnett
Report of a most cowardly murder
came from over at Marion, a man
named Mullinix shooting George
Hankins twice through the body e
abort time ago, being a fugitive from
justice from Tennessee, where he had
killed a negro without provocation
Hankins beard of this and made
some remark about the fact that en
r soed Multiple, and he armed him-
self and lay in wait for his victim
When approached about the matter,
Hankins told Mullin': what be beard
The murderer had his hand in hi•
coat pocket and passed the-lie, and
then began tiring without taking his
Pistol nut of his pocket. The first
shot missed its mark, the second pas..
'ed through the bowels and the thirst
barely missed the heart of Hauteur,
Judge Pierce, who was close by,
grabbed a base ball bat and mad.
Muillnix throw up his bands, ane
held him at bay uutil the sheriff r
rested him. Mulled: is a strong
man, weighlug over 226 poend•,
while the victim was slightly built
Hankins was prominent man, um
married, with the care of a large fam-
ily on his hands, made so by the
death of his father a few years erg.
FIRE
Noutay °resumed the Residence
ef Ire. Josh Brasher. on East
Seeenth street.
At about 4 o'clock Monday the
people of the city were arou ed from
their s'utnbers by the fire bell ably
assisted by the whistle of • loconio-
iive. The fire was at the home ol
Mos. Juab Brasher-out on eleveuth
street, Just within the city limits.
The dwelling house together with
moat of its contents was destroyed
The fire was first discovered in ti •
dining room, but uothiug is known
as to how it originated. Mre Brasher,
wbo has been quite sick for a me-
time, was carried to the residence ol
some of her neighbors. It was whir
some difficulty that the little frame
store-house near the residence was
saved from the ti ones, while the
dwsiling house and nearly all lie ou
tallied was consumed by the ti ones,
we understand that the insurance
was sufficient to cover the loss.
Life Insurance That Incurs-a.
A policy absolutely without re-
striction; a policy with but one
c inditioe, namely, the payment of
premiums; A pelicy with a monties
grace In premium payments and paid
in full in case of death during the
month of grace, less only the overdue
premium with imerest ; a policy pro-
viding for rt-Imestenient witheesix
months after lapse, if the insured is
In good health; a policy automatically
non-forfeiting after three annual
premiums have been paid, the policy
toeing ex ended for its full amount, or
o,divary paid-up insurance given,
the first without request, the second
on rr roost within six mouth.; a po!--
icy with privilege of cash luaus at 5
per c.-nt, interest, five years after Is-
sue; a policy with six options In set-
tlement at the end of 10, 15 or
years; a policy incontestable frt m
any cellos 000 year after issue,-
tb see the "Accumulation Policy" of
tee New York Life Iusurauce Com-
pany.
GA he KIT MoOttE, Steel. Agts.,
Hopkinsville, Ky.
DETERMINED
TO BEAT 11111.
lien. Basil Duke, It Is Said,
Will Take the Stump Against
Breekinridge.
Will Support Major McDowell If the
Colonel Is \Molested.
L•xington, Ky , June 14 -It is
stated here that tiro. Basil Duke, of
of Louisville, has told Maj. Mc-
Dowell that if the Democracy renom-
inated Col. Breckinridge he would
lemur, the Ashland district in favor
of toe Major and the head of the He-
rmetical* ticket. Censer vati ye men
here say that should Gen. Duke take
up the cause of Mai Mcleowell, one-
half of the ex Confederates here
would vote for the R•publiean and
thus badly inipeill the D enocratic
ticket for minor s fit lee. Nearly all
of Morgan's old soldiers would follow
Gen. Duke. ei-er. Base Duke, of
Leuievilie, is the edit. r of the South-
ern Morphine and brotheren-law and
alert of staff of (lea. Jelin H. Mor-
gan, Lthe famous Confederate
raider.
Mee MeD well resides at Ashland,
genry Clay es estate, his wife being a
grand-daughter of Clay, awl he has
emetically consented to be the Repub•
fleeter eandidtte if Breekinrisige Is re-
nominated. tien. Duke is a stalwart
[immerse
•1•Eile LAWN:S.
The pleasant • fleet and pelfeci
safety with wneth may use the
California liquel laxative, Syrup of
Figs, uuder all conditions, makes it
their favorite remedy. To get the
true and genuine article, look for the
name of the California Fier Syrup
Co., printed near the t. ,ttout of the
package
Fining the abort".
Being high eherilf of an Emeish
county, as many lords and rich men
are, is no joke. The judge of the %Via-
chester &seizes discovered, when open.
ing court, that the high sheriff. Sir
Henry Tichborne, had absented here
self -without permission asked, and
gone. without excuse. eeplanatien or
eustification." for a six-months' trip in
Africa The judge fined him nye hun-
dred guineas.
ELECTHOPOISE
TWO MONTHS RENT $es 00
A limited tiumber of instruments
will be rents d at this nerulual ere*.
simply Ile an advertisement. You
can not eft nd to miss this opr ortu-
nity, it has never been made be!ore,
and wi I not last long SOP advertise-
ment elsewheie. Atiress DuBo.s &
Webb, L inlevele, Ky.
B ith the Sturgis and the ir .Koven
coal mine.' are now running full ea
pscity. Armed men are guarding
these miues awl will resist all hive
stop from outside uiluere. The .xiir-
sirs there say they waut to work with-
out any molestatIou.
The annual meeting of the S. W
P. U. Alumni Association was held
et the University at Clarksville Tuee-
day evening. After a generel discus
sion on the suieect it was determined
that the association wok to endow a
irharr in the leieveraity and for the
purpose, endeavor to raise $10,000 or
515,110 R v. J. R Herudou, pre.-
tent of toe seesmiation, was elected
to take charge of this work.
Karl's Clover Root, tne new Blood
Purifier, gives freetniees aid clear
flees to the complexion and curet
Constipation. e5c., 60c. and $1.G0
Sole by Wyly & Rurnett.
Coal, iron, sugar, lumber, word
lead and several othi r things were to
have been made horn by the Demo-
cratic House and Senate. Since tee
Senate made atieh rattiest changes In
.he Wilson tariff' bill, lumber and
wool alone remain on use bill. Why
this ut just diecrimine• ere ? Cos',
tron, sugar and lead evil. had its ad-
vocates on the Denererirec side, and
4n each Wel made (Reliable.
AN ENIINE:s
feeprieranee lecturer in New Engirt si
Mr-. Joen Barton. say. : "I ea. sub
ject to thoae deathly plek headset a.
md also dy opepsia. Sit phut' Wittig
,ured rue weeri all other remedies
fared. Mrs Barton is the wife of
John Harts,-', Superintendent of ee.
pens, P•cifie I,.wreuce, Macs.
PREFERRED LOCALS
N e w Line Ladies
Windsor Ties at Sam
Frankel's.
Ribbons all widths and col-
ors at Sam Frankel's.
DON'T MAKE
A MISTAKE
And buy your
spring harness
before you see
us. -We will
show you the
largest and best
line of harness
ever shown in
the county and
at prices that
will
SURPRISE YOU.
It is not how
cheap but how
good and OUR
MOTTO has al-
waysbeen T HE
BEST. We
have every-
thing from the
lowest farm
harness to a
'lames trap that
can be bought
at a first class
shop.
We will interest you
if you will call onus.
F. A YOST&CO.
We Are in It!
When it comes to keepinf•
always on hand a NICE,
CLEAN, FRESH, and
TASTFUL stock of GRO-
CERIES at low down prices.
I want your trade. Call and
gee and be convinced of what
we say.
W. F. Randle,
Agt.
Cotton Belt Rut e
. Louis Southwestern Railway.)
LI- =DJ
ARKANSA and TEXAS
THE ONLY LINE
I: :Pellet': :I
Theo-ages. Car Be rtri
- -FROM-
MEMPHIS AND TEXAS
-No Change Of Cars To-
FORT WORTH, WACO or Inter-
mediate Points.
TWO DAILY TRAIN
arr, lug Through Coaches and Pullman
Sleeper,. 1'11.4o-ding the Fined rivniing,
erasing aud Timber lends, and reaching tbe
Moat Proeperou. Tow ti• and Cities in the
Great Southwest.
FARM INts LANDH.-Yielding abundantly
a I the cereal., corn •ad cotton, and espec-
ially ailapt.at to the cuiti•ation of small
arid early vegetables.
tatitt.INO LAN t$.-alTording e• 'anent
posturage during alm. at the e I re year.
mid •sonpnratIvely close to :he cleat mar
keta.
I 51 RE R LANDS.- Covered with IC most In-
,-xis,.MI. forests of yellow tine, cy.
pr. 1414 and th hIi,.- ard a HO l• ellIM1100 to Ar-
kansaut amid Eastern Texas.
('a, he proeur sl on reasonanie and advanta-
geous, term.. At Mira c innect with and
have ticket., on male via the
Cotton Belt Route.
For rates, snaps and all nee, leery istoraa-
t ion tali au or addles..
It. T. LS MATTHEWS,
I). P. A.
No. Ai Kentucky National Bank FlulliVir.
Louisville, Ky
Fred N. Jon-a.
Pada. Agt.
Memphis. Tenn.
VI' 0. Adams, ii. H. Sutton,
Tray PAPAL Agi, Trav. Peas. Agt..
Nashville, Team L he ttenosiga, Tenn.
J. A. Edcon, E. W. La 'teatime.
(lent. Supt.. Heal. P. & r A kt.,
Texarkana. Tel. RS Lioni•. Mn
V • •llEiTnil 01f v Mink
SUMMER LAW LECTUOill 'Abe we'ltlY) Io n
Is h Juu .1401 sii end Animist. Matte
prow-oil • gnat nae,-. t to &toil Old IrliU
• si sittni ea al III • or he •
Law Sell... nil, to Ibmie who we. So
ried tir•ir xess to pre. tit or •J• WI 0
his. not had ill, WItOOL. ge l•-
Oro. I Vor 51 1111,111,
Alt) of a .5 tor ciao. tile. V•. to
John Ii Minor, Prof I um. and MALT...air.
or to ha rid!' C. Mianr, Ins rust,. id Law
_ 
.
Alto:
OWE
i_vi,;, ..W.CL EN A R
SKIN.
Itopy .
ci iiES CONSTIPATION
NOIGESTION DIZZINESS
SK IN
B EARUIIITF11°ENSS• "CNOTMHPIEL E X I C N
IT
GIVES
FRESH-
e NESS
roe A Case IT tviLL NOT cont.
An agresoble laxative and NERVE TON
Sold by I P rigg1sts or sent by maiL
and $1.0) per package. Samples free.
no Favorite rem nem
' Plreath.fte
Zephyrs, all colors, 5 cents 
for in•
ounce at Sam Frankel's.
A•it'gnees Sale of Millinery Stork
As assignee of Mies lila Allen, I
want to close out her sioek of twl i-
oery goods prom!' ly, and in order to
50 will sell *snout .bie, rlegeol
hat., bonne'. A,. at ',testiy r.iiiiced
prices. Moe Elm Alen will Is- ii,
eh 4rge d will glad te wait sin her
,..s.termera or her olii stand on 9 ti
street, W P. Wiefree sasIgnee.
Ladies' Tan Oxfords, at
Sam Frankel's.
Latest Novplties in
Gent s' neckwear a t
Sam Frankel's.
DI VIDE\ D NO. I
At the Irene annul' meeting of
or I) rectors of the Creeeete
Metier Co , a dividend of Iola per
cent 4 e, was declared out of the
net Perrones for the six mouths end-
ing May 31st and name missies. July
let. R H. DeTreville,
June 4. Secretary.
The latest thing in
Chimesettes to be worn
with Duck Suits at Sam
Frankel's.
New line Chime settee
just received a isam
Frankel's.
1=1", .4111MMMIII
NICK FINZER !
This Celebrated Stallion, stud also
my Jae k-Congrese-will make the
preseut season at the same as keret.-
fore, and on the same terrier.
J. A. GILEO,
Howell, Ky.
ST R A ED OR sTo I. EN
From the subscriber on night of
April lot, '94. Sorrel horse, aged 6
years, about 15 hands high, good fox •
trotter and natural p eer, rump
slightly (hooped. A suitable reward
will be given for iuforniation leading
to his recovery. Address,
(1. '. BLA Dies, lock hoX,195,
KOKO
KITCHEN'S
Establishm e n t
on Main street,
near Ninth, is
The Place
You are looking for, if you
want to find the Very
Latest Designs ill
Furniture
At the Most Reasonable
Prices. Anything in the
Furniture line is to be
found at his place.
Ile also carries a full line of
Caskets, &c., in his Under-
taking Department.
Upholstering a
Specialty.
FATPEOPLE
PARK 0115AITY PILLS will reduce your
went. t FEHNII fe FIN my from is to it me.
a lb. el) srAsvist; sickness or in-jury; NO PUBLICITY. They rend up the
nerith and tiesiutify the coniplexioa 1.11411)g
NO W ISINKEId4 or flabinme.a. MT01.r. ASidimr..4.:•4 and oiffictot breathing mrely re-
lieved. NO EXPERISk.NT hut a ocientith-
lind O011illVe relief, adopted only &her years
of experience. All orator etipioled direct
tr0111 our ,me. Price $1.01 per park aim or
three packages for $5.01 by mail gun paid.
Teettnioui•ls ant particulars (sealed, Icta.
•Il Corre.pondence strictly' Ooollileatied.
PARK REMEDY CO., Boston,
Hopkiusville, Ky. w.3t. mass.
-
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Have You Seen Those Beath
Notelly Dress Goods and Sills:
Imported French Organdies,
Imported French Japonettes,
Imported Satin Stripe Challies,
Imported Satin Stripe Ginghams,
Imported French Creponetts,
Imported French Satines,
Dimitys, Ducks, Swisses. Irish Lawns. White Goods of every description,
Ramat:tans, Hamburg arid Sense Edgeing; Laces, Spring Capes, Silk Cur-
tains, Lace Curtains, Chencil Curtains, Jap Reed Curtains.
CARPETS, DIATIINGs,
Oil ClotIA, Rugs, every piece of which are entirely new patterns, and color
info'', this being our first season to handle them. We bought them after
the decline in prices, and are offering extra inducements.
OUR MILLINERY DEPARTMENT
Contains all the latest French Pattern Hats, which are marvels of beauty,
and our prices lower than any house in the city.
IN DRESS GOODS, SILKS AND TRIMMINGS,
We are the acknowledged leaders, and cordially ask your
inspection before you buy. Thanking our friends for their
past liberal support, we beg a continuance, confident our
stock and inducements are greater than ever before.
Very Respectfully,
RICHAR S 02:
19
r ,Men's Blue and Black Worsted Silk Suite,17.50 '
 
woith $10.00.
In our Clothing Department we are offering
ill
.1
E I J
a•
g"--6-M4=-gaffr a-UBEL0=6.Valf-27....t,P
178B
Is the lucky number .for last
week. The holder will please
call and get the watch. Anoth-
one goes this week. In our Shoe
Department we m ill offer two
wonderful bargains this week:
Men's Lace and Congress, stylish Shoes, 6 to
11, worth $1 25.9
FOR
9c
I FOR Women's Custom Made Dongola Button
99C Shoes, warranted, worth $1.50, sizes 2i to 8.
.H Azionon Co,
'iFIPEr-EZEOL__41)
SPECIALS vow SATURIN
i1cvr 1.
$12.50 -Men's All. Wool Suits, Full or Half Lined-$75Q
13uusr COM.45 EN They AlLre
Dollars Better thai Other
7A-aCyt 2.
10.00 - -All
Ma t
9.00
Houses $10.00 Suits
NV04)1 Suitg-SPECIAI.-
-All Wool Suits-Special Price
7.00
5.00
Everything Will be Sold at Correspondingly
Low Prices,
SALE LASTS 3 DAYS ONLY
COX & BOULWARE.
----ete-ereserese-levese-er erst-r ee-^eSte-e• ..".••••N
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ITEMS AND IDEAS.
The highest point of land in Florida
irs only 210 feet above sea levet
The secret of casting hollowware
was originally kept in one family for
fifty years.
English-speak i ng people rule a, thir•1
of the earth, and over 400,000,0000f its
inhanitants.
Toilet soap in the form of paper,
slightly larger than visiting cards, is
used in France.
The manufacture of tinware in Eng-
land originated in a trade secret
stolen from Holland.
Pious Russians do not eat pigeons
because of the sanctity conferred on
the dove in the scriptures.
Sandstorms are so bad at Ottawa,
Out., that sidewalk plows operated
by electricity are required.
Centenarian John Lott of Warwick.
N. Y., still plows and does work on
his farm despite his great age.
A triangle between Sixth avenue.
Broadway and Thirty-second street,
New York, is to be called the Greeley
square.
A statue to the memory of Dagnerre,
the inventor of the daguerreotype, is
to be erected at Brie-eur-Marne,where
he died.
James Gabon was killed near Sis-
tersville, W. Va., by a block falling
from a derrick and striking him on
the head.
The scales used in the London mint
van show a difference in the weight
of a card after a name bast been writ-
ten upon It.
The flower of the death plant of
Java continually drips with a deadly
poison which is distilled in the cup-
like blossom.
The daughter of Andrew Padlock of
Morshville township, N. C., has five
different grandmothers and great
grandmothers.
A Berlin dentist, in drawing a lady%
tooth, had his finger bitten by a con-
vulsive closing of her month. He
died in two days from blood poisoning.
There are about 2,000 Seminole In-
dians still living in Florida. At pres-
ent their reservation is close on the
everglade boundary and pretty soon
they will be hustled into its thickets.
The ownership of the summit of
Mount Washington has passed into
the hands of the Mount Washington
railroad company backed by the Con-
cord Se Montreal road. The price
paid for the purchase is $36,000. The
Summit house has proved a regular
bonanza in profits. For ten years
Walter Aiken of Franklin Falls, re -
mutts- deceased, received 11100,00)
from that source, while the railroad's
share was a much larger sum.
SAID IN JEST.
Husband—Does that new oovel turn
not happily? Wife—It doesn't say.
It only says they were married.
"The doutor says I need change.'
"Dr. Bigpheer, I suppose. Well. you'll
stead more before he gets through
with you."
Attorney—I'm not asking you for
your otlioe address. Where is your
home? Conscientious Witness — I
haven't any home. I reside in a sub-
urban flat
Mr. Blinks--Ilere's a VO millinery
bill I've just paid. another instance
that a fool and his money soon part-
Mrs. Blinks—I know, dear, but just
think how fortunate it is that you are
One of those who have money.
Mrs. Twitter, listening to phono-
orapn—it's just like having your hum-
bead here et home. isn't it? Wife—
Mercy, no; It needs an attachment to
smoke, growl about the dinner, loses
hat, kick the dog and swear to make
it perfect.
Small lkiy, to toocer—f f you please,
Mr. Wellby, my mother wants to
know If you will give her an almanac?
Grocer, leaning over the counter—But.
my little man, your mother does not
get her groceries here. Small Boy—
No, Mr. Welby, but we borrow your
wheelbarrow.
Young Wife—The minister wants
every woman in the congregation to
earn something for the church by her
own labor, and I don't know what in
the world to do. Husband—You spoke.
about needing a new dress and—
Wife—Oh, yes, I never thought of
that I'll get the dressmaker to pay
me so much an hour while I'm being
fitted, and then she can charge it in
the bllL
UNCLE SAM'S FARM.
Of every 100 miles of railway in the
world forty-one are in the United
States.
By a conservative estimate the
United States will have a population
of 373,000,000 in 1990.
The various farmers' organizations
in this country have a combined mem-
bership of over .3,000,000.
The agricultural resources of the
United States are equal t. supporting'
▪ population of 1,000 000 000.
The American Federation of Lahor
has over e,OOO loca: unions and an ag-
gregate membership of 671,000.
Italy, Orme* and Palestine might
all be gathered leit'aliforuie, and then
leave maple tom feta falosised king.
Isom
Nolla sown ties the Latin, through
the imliett, the bottatttul
Ilertrale was ars% used among ths
Germans, and means all truth.
The pearl is the only gem that does
not need the lapidary's art to bring
out Its beauty.
In Central Russia the custom of hus-
bands selling their wives still prevails
tea large extent.
Working girls are said to earn better
wages in San Francisco than in any
other American city.
Belle--What an absurd man Mr.
Snooks is! Hs told me be hoped I
never ologled. Besaie—And what did
yoe say? Belle—I wiggled.
A woman of South Pittston, Maine,
stole a pair of shoes the other day.
and upon, reaching home found that
they were not mates. She promptly
sent them back to the dealer with a
messenger to be changed. Her gall
so staggered him that he did not have
her arrested.
England's horticultural college for
women is in its fourth and most pros-
perous year. It teaches women to
tabs dilute of estates, gardens and
poultry yards, and the working day is
divided tato five hours of practice out
of doors ond two hours of theory. The
worse tif two years.
A WATER CtOCIL.
A neauseitua owe. of Work that Begalrats
No Wintibag.
One of the attractions of the beauti-
ful Monte Pincio garden, at Rome. is
le really unique clock. which is usually
aa object of interest to groups of pass-
ers-tr: A description of this curious
and artistic piece of mechinism is
given by the Horological Review:
The cam, i. composed of three
branches in rustic work. It stands
upon a stone block, surrounded
on its fdur sides by beautiful leaf
plants, ivy and grasses. The stone
loot stands within a water basin. The
upper part of the case contains a dial
covered with glass on each of its four
3ides. Upon the cupola stands a staff,
which carries the two bells for the full
hour and the quarters. At It. upper
end is a small vane in the shape of.
battle axe.
The frame for the wheel and levers
of the striking work, in which a small
cello-Lugo' pendulum takes the place
of the fly, is close underneath the diaL
At the ism* of the clock frame oscil-
lates The second pendulum, and before
this is located a mass of rustio work,
similar to a large coral growth, from
which issue two small jets of water al
reguhir intervals. Two of the upper-
most coral branches are water conduit
pipes, from which flows alternately, at
each swing of the pendulum, a small
quanlIty of water into two leaflike
motors* underneath, imparting to them
an up and down motion.
The peculiar motive power furnished
by the water keeps the clock in mo-
tion by a very remarkable escapement
so that it never requires winding. The
construction of the clock is due to a
monk, as is the case with so many old
pieces of art work.
The Caymans, in the West Indies,
export nothing but turtles.
The Windward Islands send out an
abundance of arrow root,
A LAND OF TREASURke.
Cordilleras, Giants Guard Fabulous
Treasures In Their Mountains.
In V estern 1 atagouia, among- the
Cordilleras mountain-, dwsli the,
gianta of whom no many big Moron
have been told. As a matter of fact
these Araucanians, as they arc called.
are rarely under six feet in height and
sometimes reach eight feet, seven-foot
men being not infrequent. Though
mildly disp sed, they admit no
strangers to their territory, and by
stubborn resiatan.ie they have com-
pelled Chiie to let them alone. tabulous
treasures of gold and silver are be-
lieved to be stored away in their
mountains, but prospectors who have
ventured thither have always been
driven away. They commonly adorn
themselves with rich and hesvy orna-
ments of these precious metals. The
greater part of Patagonia belongs now
to the Argentine Republic, Chile hold
ing by treaty the strip along the Pa-
cific coast, which continues its shoe-
string-like territory for nearly half the
length of South America.
M. at of the country is a desert waste,
cold of climate and contrasting strongly
with the richly productive pampas or
plains of the southern Argentine.
These pampas are remarkable for the
strange illusions which beset the eye
ef the traveler who journeys over
them. On any bright day a distant
thistle field is like Its not to be trans-
formed seemingly into a forest, senile
a few clumps of grass will take on the
appearance of a troop of horsemen
Mirages are constantly in view, fre-
quently offering a delusive prospect of
water, by which wee are often deceived,
but then- horses never.
THE KAFFIR FIRE-EATERS
-
3at the Lighted End of the Cigar in
thwt Mouth wawa Ilea•kirms.
Englishmen, when they lignt a
cigar, do not—at least if they are sober
—put the lighted end into the mouth
but even this strange practice '.say be
said to be on the way hither. Col.
Knoll ys has taken a first lesson from
the Kimberly Kaffir*, and has gi-en an
seconnt of the experiment which Is em-
inently calculated t excite th curios
ity of those who run after new lash
ions. These interesting south Afri
cons are extremely fond of ci-
garo but their habit is to smo'ie them
in the manner described. W hen this
oecoliakty was first mentionol to Col
Knollys he suppcoed that his inform-
ant was cracking a joke, but to his.
amazements he saw numerous in
stances. The native, it is stated,
first lighted his cigar by the ordinmo
method, then turning it around
he deftly at ranged the hold
glowing ead in his month, and tuck-
ing away his tongue in his cheek pro-
ceeded to inspire and expire the filmes
very gradually consuming the whole
of the &ran The smokers assured
their visitor Gait the:process was warm.
comforting and far superior to the
usual mode. On subsequent trial Col.
Knollys found, he says. that tke knack
is teas difficult to acquire than might
be supposed.
CURRENT GOSSIP.
Madame Albini began learning
music when she was only leyeara old.
The last pure-blooded Iroquois In-
dian, nemsd Teirafasariake, .recently
died in Canada.
The ilnest tomb in Great Britain is
undoubtedly that of the duke of Ham-
ilton in the grounds of Hamilton pal-
ace. It wet El 30,000.
Gordon W. Lillie, or "Pawnee Bill,"
as he is known, is to furnish the Wild
West show at the Antwerp exposition.
Ile hi under contract with King
Leopold to do the work.
Rev. Dwight L. Moody is a poor
man. Although he has made thou-
sands of dollars he has saved none of
it. The bulk of his earnings has been
used for the support of his slimmer
echos/
A shoemaker at Haverhill, Ms..-,
has received an order for a pair of
whore for the Princess May—the deeh-
ens of York —of England. The public
will be Interested to learn that May
wears a No. 4.
Lars Kruse, who was drowned re-
cently in Denmark, had saved several
hundred persons from drowning.
Eight kings had placed decorations on
his breast in recocrnition of his
bravery in saving lives, and a monu-
ment will be erected to his memory.
A granite monolith in the form of a
Iona cross is to be erected to the
memory of Tennyson on the highest
crest of the down overlooking the
western end of the Isle of Wight. It
is to be known as the Tennyson bea-
con, and will be a land and sea mark
in view of every ship that passes in
and out of the Needles or under the
Admiral Ramsey, who has been pro-
moted to the place made vacant by
Admiral Benham's retirement, has
been in the navy for almost forty-four
years, and has held command rank
since Isest. He has advanced five files
in the past year and Admiral Walker
Is his immediate senior, while Commo-
dore Skerritt is just below him. Ad-
miral Ramsey is near the age of en-
forced retirement.
Bishop Littlejohn appropriately re-
eeived as a Oft upon his completing
quarter of a century in the Episcopal
office an arnethyet ring. A few New
York jewelers keep or make amethyst
rings with very large settings. They
are usually celled bishop's rine, aid
In the shurrhiof Mightn't, as Well as
In the Unman Cathollo choreic the
Our iii part of the blotter's laid/els
o. sotav
lite mem' spotters
A lost treasure hie been Nand by
the Paris Jardin des Plantes, the
"apteryx" or New Zealand wingless
bird, which has been mis-sing for many
months. As living specimens of the
race are extremely rare in Europe,
there was great dismay when the bird
was found one October morning to
Save vanished suddenly. The other
day a dog was noticed barking loudly
at something in the cellar of a new
building close to the gardens, and on
inspection the apteryx was seen
huddled in a corner. How the bird
had existed so long despite cold and
tack of proper food is a mystery, for
the apteryx is considered extremely
delicate, and is kept at the gardens in
an evenly warmed cage, and fed with
the utmost care.
Tired Natare's Sireet,Reitirer.
INSOMNIA, CONSTIPATION &
RHEUMATISM
--c UREL) WITH THE—
ELECTROPOISE!
I am delighted with the Electro
poise. It has cured me of rheuma
iesomnia and constipation.
Hese also found it efieetive in croup
and bilious C011C. Nothing wohld
[erupt me to part with the little in-
strument. I semetimes call it "tired
nature's sweet restorer." Often when
tired after some unusual exertion I
use it for an hoer, and feel afterward
se alotligh I had taken a tonic.
Yours Truly,
Mrs. FRANK LOCKETT,
Heudersou, Ky.
ST. VITUS' DANCE.
The Electropoise makes the patient
dance for joy, that this annoying and
and serious disease has been cured.
My little girl had an attack of St.
Vitus' Dance last year and by care-
ful attention and medical treatment
wee relieved, still her health was not
good, and the attack returned this
spring. We gave the Electropoise a
trial, and it gave her great benefit,
outing her quickly, and her health Is
better than usual. We ars very much
pleased with its effect. Mr. A. IL
Jones and his wife have received
great benefit from the use of the Elea
tropoise. Yours truly,
C H. Motteur,
Owensboro, Ky.
A GREAT FUTURE.
From what I have !seen of the Elec-
tropoiee I think it a good thlug, and
am sure it has. great future.
J. D. Reeve!,
Owensboro, Ky.
For a short while only, the Elmo
tropoisst will be rented for two months
for $6 00.
For particulars address
DuBois & Webb,
4,0v Fourth Street,
FACT AND FANCY.
In the parrot's beak both mandibles
are movable -a peculiarity unknown
in other species of birds.
°The great Niagara tunnel. now Corn-
pie has cost about $3,000,155). It
provides for the utilization of 120,000
boles r....ser.
A petato, resembling in shape a
pipe, is in the esession of a resident
of LA Center, "ash. The stem and
bowl are nearly perfectly formed.
By mistake a Cape May, N. J. far-
mer liosted his pipe a ith a $5 bill,
which he drew from his pocket in-
stead of a piece of ordinary paper.
John Snow, tried for running an
illicit di t'llery at Greensboro, N. C.,
and acquitted, has become mentally
deranged from the effects of the fright,
A new law of Massachusetts im-
poses a fine of from MO to 11100 on con-
sumers of bituminous coal in towns
that do not consume three-fourths of
their smoke.
Wilmington. Del., has the Old
Swedes church founded in 11eS. It
has a bible given by Queen Anne and
a communion service contributed by
Swedish miners.
Andrew J. Corcoran of New York
has finished the highest windmill
tower in the world. It is located at
St. James, L I., and is 150 feet in
height from the ground to the apex.
An Indian horse thief was dis-
charged by a United States commis-
sioner at Klamath, Ore., the other day,
upon the interpretation of an old In-
dian custom, that one Indian may ap-
propriate another's goods and chat,
tels provided he afterwards maker
satisfactory restitution, lie prove('
that he had followed the unwritter
Indian law.
U you feel wean
id all worn or t take
COWN ' S IRON B I TT ERY
•
FOR THE USE OF MAN.
Carpet tacks, of which our great-
grundfathers knew nothing, are now
manufactured at the rate of 50,000,000
a day.
The first glass windows in Western
Europe were made by a Greek in 548
for a church built by the Frank King
Childebert.
St James, L. I., boasts the highest
and strongest windmill in the world.
It frequently fills a 65,000 gallon
reservoir in two days.
Electric light it being used as a bait
by fishermen who ply their calling
along the Pacific coast This Yankee
adaptation of electricity brings big
hauls. The fish are attracted by the
bright light in the water and their
Investigations generally end in their
being hocked while trying to swallow
the glass globules.
The best tobacco bees are made not
of leather or rubber, but of the pouch
of a pelican. The monstrous mem-
brane which fills out the lower bill of
the pelican is soft and thin, of very
fine texture, easily tanned, and when
dressed makes a beautiful article of
leather, possessing the quality of be-
ing as impervious to water as India'
rubber. Tobacco kept in it will
never become dry, but preserve its
sweetness and aroma even longer than
when preserved in tin fuiL
FEMININtTIES.
"What tnakesyou think that Stagers
Is short?" "Because his fees Is so
long."
To remove rust from flatirons, soak
them In, or rub them with kerosene,
and polish with scouring brick.
Their isourMhip was full of romance,
was It not?" "Vero Neither one of
them told the other the truth."
"Tea, my dear—whenever we have
words, he behaves like a perfect sav-
age." "How so?' "He makes fur
his club:"
Burly—I hate to see ladies standing
in a street car. Burly—So do I. Bur-
ly—I always carry a paper to read
while on *street ear.
"He that takes a wife takes care,"
says Franklin; but Jones says that
Franklin in wrong—that he who takes
care doesn't take a wife.
"Well, dear, what have you there?"
°A letter from mamma." "Anything
or importance?" "I don't know yet.
I have sot read the postscript"
Little finger rings set with soli-
taires are the rage. After the mys-
terious way of fashion the fad for lit-
tle finger rings materialised and is
now in full swing.
One way df securing the required
fluffy effect in the hair is to crimp it
close to the roots. A single iron is
used or a small double one. The hair
I. pinched near the bead and the iron
closed, that the length of the leek
taken may be wound about it.
In the old days Daniel Evans of
Wales, ordered a coffin for his wife.
who was 'apposed to.be dying. Then
be got drank. Next morning he was
dead, sad his wile, recrovering, burled
him la the coffin he haul ordered fur
her.
ODD PACTS ABOUT NOOKS.
Progress " hat Moon trail*.
lated Into .04 languages anti dialaute
The (Jenson hook uelleotorr wive
IA* titles of COM honks about Ouestite.
l'he Imperial library at Paris her
fO,Ouu works treating of the French
Ilevolutiote
The British museum has 732 histo-
ries et England, coveriag every age
of&45 wrowin.
MUD FIBS.
Paws Is Mexico the Childless Cook and
Km Thom
We have all, as children, made mud
pies, but the children at a h 4 spring
at Gaudaloupa, Mexi000took them, eat
them, and. besides that, make pocket
money by selling them to tourists as
souvenirs. A peculiar yellow clay is
found there, and the natives say that
the mud pies made of them by the
children are not ill-flavored. They
speak from the recollections of child-
hood, though, I think, as I never saw
an adult eat them. There is an inter--
main lege^d connected with the
spring. It is said to have been of
miraculous origin. An aged pilgrim,
footaore, weary and hungry, lay down
to rest where the spring now is. He
had not a morsel to eat for three days
and there was no village, or house,
even, for many miles.
A rabbit had been caught in a
thicket, even as the goat was that
staid Abraham's hand. There was no
means of preparing it for food, how-
ever. The pilgrim had the faith that
moves mountains. Planting his foot
in the yielding soil he stood up and
prayed for succor. A spring gushed
out, as the water did front the rock
when Moses smote it with his rod,
only this spring was of hot water.
The pilgrim slew and cooked the rab-
bit He bathed his weary limbs in
the water which he caught in a gourd
and then allowed to cool, and then
found that the waters had healing
properties, for the bleeding wounds
on his feet, sustained in his pilgrim-
age, were made welL The pilgrim
afterward became a noted saint, and
the hot spring has 00000 ceased to
itrbor
Tbe Sketelring of the Masters.
One of the wonders of it collection of
drawings of the old masters is how they
worked with anything that came ti
hand—with crayon, chalk, charcoal,
sepia, India ink or silver point. They
model you a hand or arm or whole fig
nre front the life with as much appar-
ent ewe and certainty as a baker mold,
a loaf, nor have they any care as to how
they arrive at the result—a wash, tt
rub, a wretch, does the business—the
light of heaven shines in smear of chalk,
and the darkness of the iuferuo is re-
vealed in a smudge of ink.
Probably because they served a long
and hard apprenticeship, had grown up
in studios' and workshops, had been
licked with the mahletock and had
paint pots thrown at their heads, did
they acquire this easy, infallible meth-
od of theirs. Not that this explains the
whole of tho mystery, but it may go
part of the way.—All the Year Hound.
BROWN'S IRON BITTERS
sures Dyspepsia, In-
otigestion &
INCIDENT AND ANECDOTE.
Miss May Fuller of Tacoma, Wash.,
has recently suceeeeed in climbing
Mount Ranier, a feat which no woman
it is said haul before attempted, and
in which few men have 'ever succeed-
ed. The mountain is I 4.444 feet hieh
and the upper part is well covered
with glaciers.
A young composer once called on
Ven Bulow to get his opinion of a
pianoforte tioncerto. Von liulow was
busy then. but that evening the young
11111.I1 was thing-las-a and astonished to
hear the great pianist at it musical
party play his entire concerto from
memory. Von Bulow perhaps never
had his equal in this facurty of mem-
orizing
A Confelerate brigadier affirms that
a single expression from a private
eoldier convinced him late in the civil
war that there were other things than
the arms of the Federal government
working against the South. What
the soldier said to his aupeciiir was
this: "(lend, it begins to look to me
as of this was a rieh man's war an 1 a
po' man's fight" That convinced the
genoral that the Southern cracker
was beginning :a wonder w0at profit
would come to him from the triumph
of the rich slaveholders.
Bishop Potter has just hail a curious
experience. About twenty-seven
years ago he preached in Trinity
church. Boston, a sermon in which he
used the words, "With such large dis-
course. looking before and after," and
attributed them to Lord Bacon. Go-
ing home to luncheon with lion. Rob-
ert C. Winthrop, Mr. Winthrop re-
minded him that the passage was
Shake,peare's. and was to be found in
"liewlet." Act. IV., Scene 4. In his
recent address at the Drexel memo-
rial service the bishop employed the
same quotation and again attributad
it to Lord Bacon. A few days after-
ward he received a letter from Mr.
Winthrop, now in his 85th year. al-
luding to the address already men-
tioned and sibling: "But I write now
to say that you have ascribed to Ba-
con the words of shakespeare, 'with
such large discourse, looking before
and after.' They are in 'Hamlet,' Act
IV., Scene 4."
ACROSS THE WATER.
If a bill in the French chamber of
ieputies becomes a law, the voter can
cast his ballot by mail.
Stockholm has a death rate from
drink of ninety in 1,000, the highest
of any city in the world.
Two centuries ago liquors, without
exception, were invented and menu.;
factured in the monasteries.
The food of German miners consists
of bread and vegetables. It is very
seldom that they can afford a bit of
meat
Russia has in the last year or two
practic.illy absorbed Finland,and etni-
gratior. to this country has doubled in
consequence.
A German has successfully turned
out translucent paper from sea weeds.
It is perfectly flexible, and will be
used for producing berio-comic
weekly.
The rector of the Berlin university
has just been compelled to order a
new official mantle at a cost of 2,400
marks. The one which he has worn
until now was made exactly 192 years
ago, and constant wear and tear ren-
dered it unfit for court ceremonies.
Yachting rather than racing bids
fair to becoine the ''sport cif kings,"
now that Emperor Willianethe prince
of Wale+, the czar avid a number ol
German princelings have taken %ore
ourtly to it. The three English royill
yaelite coot taxpayers in repairs show
090,000 lent year.
The Lon.l.in school board is "all torn
up" over the question al, to whether it
shall pay a shilling a week to aupport
a cat which is neteled to catch the
rats that oat the books in one of the
schools. The teacher of the school
says the cat is indispensable an(' she
can find nothing in the statute, of
parliament requiring tier to pay the
cost of its support. The school board
of London is one of the most august
oodles in Christendom. It is com-
posed of men of the highest intellect-
ual powers, but after a long and
heated controversy the vote to make
the support of the cat a charge upon
the school fund resulted in a tie, and
the matter goes over until the next
meeting.
GRAINS OF COLD.
Are you making any plans that reach
beyond this life?
When you bid your sin goolby, don't
shake hands with it.
A fool empties his head every tine
he opens his mouth.
Growth in knowledge is the only
Sure for self-couceit.
Much bending break, the bow;
much unbending the mind.
There is nothing more beautiful on
earth or in heaven than love.
Weakness on both sides is, as we
know, the trait of all quarrels.
The hest reme ly for self-conceit Is
to be well Introflue.‘d to yourself,
Speak but little evil well if you
Would lie esteentoil a man of merit.
110 grateful tor vintr
it will malt. )-our trials limb small,
it is inevit itiosior to he oontohlo I
without Who% thin It is with thorn,
Don't talk mtioli eltont yoursolf
when you wont to lie listened to with
profit..
One reasen why there are not more
good boys, is because goad fathers are
SO scarce.
People who are wrong in their
thinking are sure to be wrong iu their
every day life.
The secret of success in life is for a
man to be ready for his opportunity
when it comm.
The pedigree of honey does not eute
cern the bee; a clover, any time to
him. Is aristocracy.
THE HOUSE OF LORDS.
Personnel and Towers of Great Br:tales
Erkpopelor Legislative Branch.
The English house of lords (or
peers) consists of the whole peerage
of England anti certain representa-
tives of the peerages of Scotland and
Ireland; telt many of these last two
have English titles which give them
seats in the house. As, for instance,
the duke of Bucclench, a Scotch peer,
fits as earl of Dencaster, end the duke
Leinster, an Irish peer, as Viscount
Leinster. According to the latest of.
ficial list, exclusive of twelve minors
end one baron, whose claim is not me
tablished, the present house of lords
.s composed as follows: Five princes
of the blood, two archbishops, twenty-
one dukes, twenty-two marquises,
115 earls, twenty-five viscounts,
twenty-four bishops. 301 baronosixteen
Scottish representative peers elected
for each parliament, and twenty-eight
Irish representative peers elected for
life. In all, 5.Io. All peerages are
now hereditary, but until 1s5ii, there
were occasional creations of life peer-
ages. In that year, however, it was
secided that such peers could not sit
in the house, and since then none
have been made. Peerages are lest
by attainder for high treason, and an
attainted peerage can only be re-
stored by act of parliament—not by
the crown The house of lords may
originate legislation of all kinds—
except money-bills, which must come
from the house of commons. This
former also has a veto power upon the
legislation of the latter and can throw
out any bill from the lower house, no
matter how large a majority it has
received there. It is this veto power
which, more than any and everything
else, makes the house of lords un-
popular with the wreat mass al
Specimen Cases.
S. H. Clifford, New Cassel, Wis ,
was troubled with Neuralgia and
Rheumatism. his Stomach sag die.
ordered, his Liver was *ft eted loan
alarming degree, appetite fell sway,
and he was terribly reduced in flesh
and strength. Three bottles of Elec-
tric Bitters cured him.
Edward Shepherd, Harrisburg,
had a runnig sore on his lee if
eight years' standing. Used three
bottles of Electric Bitters stud seven
!mewl of Bucklen's Arnica Salve, and
his leg is sound and well. John
Speaker, Catawba, 0-, had five large
Fever sores on his leg, doctors sail
he was incurable. One bottle Elec-
tric Bitters and one box Bucklen's
Aruba Salve cured him entirely.
Sold by R. C. Hardwick.
er*rw. —
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IT POPS.
Effervescent, too.
Exhilarating, appetizing.
Just the thing to build up the
constitution.
Hires' Rootbeer
Wholesome and strengthening,
pure blood, free from boils or
carbuncles. General good licalth
—results from drinking HIRES'
Rootbeer the year round.
Package makes five gallons, 25O.
Ask your druggist or grocer for it.
Take no other.
Send stgent starep_te the Charles F. litres
Co.. 817 Arch St., Philadelphia. Ism bosun-
let picture cards.
TAKE
THE
BEST
Tnis GHZAT CoUntS Cue prompt y cure"
where all otters fail, Coughs, Croup, Bore
throat, Prarseness, IA'hooping Cough and
Asthma. For Consirenpticn it has no rivet"
has cured thousands, and wilt come YOU tr
takenin time. told by Druggist,' Du. a guar-
antee. For a Lame Ttsok or ("host, use
SHILOH'S BELLADONNA PLASSER.25c.
14 ILO CATAR R HI
REMEDY.
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IDOZZONI'S
I OWDER.
Ton have wen it advertise:1 for maay
s.••rs, but 114vc you ever tried 1tY—If
not.—you do not know what an Ideal
Complexion Poarter is.
POZZONI'S
besides being 'in nrkeroirletieeri benutleee
tinsan, r, It. tt os. It Fr.,11.7 • ,•11,4 f•
t.
; in f,.-'
pr4tAntion to IP., .11trin5 to... weedier.
It la Kota Lvt_rywb4rt,
For P...rnT40. mt,1trtas
J. A. POZZON I CO. St. Louis, Mo
IIIIINTIUT Tills sgr•F
1 
THE GREAT REMEDY
- FOR ALL I11.0013 AND SPIN D'3Er.SES -
Mu beer tre,r, verblv 1 . 1' y eta
b..tut is:. -  MUA al ! .1 ,1
Tor 0 rair . act: ... - t Cu
ear. •0/14...ty LP., 7. I' ....1. 1,.1,
, SCRIFIJI 4, ULCERS, ECZEMA,
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For esle by R C Elardwick.
FATPEOPLE
PARK ORESITT FILLS will reduce your
weight FEKMANENity frmee is to If IR4.
a mouth. (1 STARVING al-ki sort or 112-jilr); NO PUBLICITY. hey NBA up the
Pee Hi SI d benurt.) the complc ion I, svtr'g
NO W NK E Ls r tlebbine-s. Alt
aro airfield' breathing surely re-
lieved. NO EXPERIMENT loo a sett mini
and positive relo f. eticpt•d on y liter y•art
of experience. A.1 orden Rupp led direct
trent our ernes. Pure sone or package et
Dine packages ter 83 On by mail oopcid.
Tratimi nets •ziI perticu'ars 2. t-.
all cern spoodenee Strictly Confidential.
MK REMEDY CO., Beaton,
Mass.
SYPHILIS Erna:7:11gesreureheceerl by
Mon espied. p.,,f too u roofs ata..tok. Moot .101-.1 iris ! fa 11,1•(•00!(1 cared•
Is-,. wed. N,.•1.,[4; sIn,, will cure
CODE RCUEDY CO.. Chicago.
„el t
it
THE GEST AND
PUREST IVIDICINE
EvEn MADE.
Don't be wi!bout a bottle. You
will not regret iL Try it to-ilay.
IVItat makes you tremble so?
Vomit NERVEA are all unstrung, mei
NEED a gentle, soothing TONIC
to assist nature to repair the damage
which your excesses have cau6ed.
sulphur Bitters
IS NOT A
CHEAP
RUM OR
WHISKY
DRINK
to be taken by the glass like other
preparations which stimulate only to
DESTROY. If you have FAILED
to ree,i...1 any benefit from other
lieslicitiss or doctors, do not despair.
Use Sulphur Bitters immediately.
In all wises of stubborn, diem seated
diseases, Sulphur Bitters is the best
medieitte to use. Don't wait until
to-morrow, try a bottle to-day.
Rend 3 2-cent stamps to A P Ordway & Co.,
Boaton.Flasa., for Lest medical work published
Callis & Wallace,
Real Estate. Collecting
and Insurance Agency.I
Hopkinsville, Hy.
C0r1.1.43c5:
Two Doors North
Court House.
Wslisyt -.sin our 101011* valuable CItY, Rutin r-
a
t:loan. 
 tee our 
:ilitrperty for sale and rent.
WE ARE ALSO AGENTS FOR
-THE OLD RELIABLE
Mutual Benefit Life Ins, Co,
Of Newerk, New Jersey.
AMZI DODO. - - . ratio over.
T0101 A Islchl, January lot, Pca4, I 141.04.10,o10.00
Pa d Policy Bolden since ur-
gannet:on, ,1011.111100
•
Looses paid In Kentucky over 3,0141,taeosi
sa Bid in Christian CHia‘;
Charles J. Ra,Iford, $5 000: Wm.
M. West, $3 000; John R. l'enick,
$3 000: John J. Anderson, $1 500;
W. T. Radford, $7 500.
After second year no restrictions
ss to residence or occupation. No
forfeiture in case of lapse; incontes-
tible.
Cash loans made up to one-half of
the reserve on assignable policies.
THE 81ST CO TRACT EVER
OFFERED!
K. W. SMITH & CO., State
Agents, 542 W. Main St., Louisville.
$$$$$$$$$$$ssss$$115% EARNED BY 617tICIleC,7atirt41 $
dp may be multiplied by c,cr spes.nletawr aye- $
41, tent We are expert judess er be market
rl ,I1P-.`440-111 iii-d-ators, leek full .0.
inforemi and tisulmi,niala of our many Sy
cushinier• mailed free. W. A. rttAiiii &
OP Gestic Monadnock 1.1de.. CHICAGO, ILL. rp
eSSSS$S5SS'ASS$S$
InCXNER & riAYS
REAL ESTATE,
INSURANCE
ACE IICY.
HOPKINSVILLE. KY.
('Iii PROPERlY FOR SALE.
TWo .to'y frame reside ace. 2 sone hit south
SIM, vast Ttit eutitalltx a earl. In "Welt
meats at- can oe kept 51 all seasons.
pi lite &MI terms easy.
Two 'dory frame owe . sod 2 sere tot,
west 7th *Lem/Indio resbit
lirlek dwelling, In r me., ve le baits,
3 h,r4 lot,trees, bh ruttixtr) and lrull-u
Meat' new, beet recite-cc, I turret
street.
C.(ttage and lot on north aide Kb it,, jinn
Strove ._011,0 IC Chlirch. tot ItiattA ft.
Two Iota, each aixlls It., north side YID IL.
•lioie eat 'optic eh urcu.
\Lt.t on south sere 5th at, opposite Catholic
Cliii
stloge and mere lid north side etti st, rad-
ius tug Mrs. t hatop.ain.
A re 1.it on 5th at adjoitine no ,.hove.
Cc Loge Ned lot sin206 ft ou welt side les-
up'• TeDUC.
K1t1/111t two PIO 7 frome roodeuers, earner
aeod 11 aluet street.
Brick rearlence let rtlIbt1002 ft. Corner
toraiptiell ar.d 11th ma.
it.iilaletICC lot '21-2 .fl it, corner 12th and
Campbell
Illeelra;de dwellIng And int vrity, treti,
Sloruhtwr) end greet, -nous. , west e.le Bros n.
between led add .itn Cs, at a tiit• ti
Itatt011•1‘ amd lot about TORSE. south 141..14
east :Lt. Pt.
`Lot h0155', eorner Belnuor.t and th its
Fluted lot (In 7 G street
ituaincei lot dr seixoe IL 703 at. neat to
New Er* Ole .
Business ye On1111n. corner Water and 70'
its., near 0. V. freightdered.
Elegant residence lore on South Virginia
St. II u ft. to Slit.)'. Best residence property
in Hie env ate, st a be yore
SUBURBAN PROPERTY.
lee as WILtS rooms, lc. VA acres. ituit ont
side, near ilupewed cemetery
Deeirable residence iota on east 70' it, Jur
out aide city limit..
lessiriable iota e eat of North Id tua IL JILIN
OUI Mt) limits.
f4, noe
suulat c.1,. (IL ft. road
FARM PltOl'ERTY.
0004 nem raj Ill sere. out u.reenville road,
5 tur es bout city, will divide tilt desired.
— 112 *ere farm 3 tulles emit from Crofton
tiood Miami ne land
PR1FENUAL CriN Farm of 222 arras, veil im preyed, nearNewirread, at, bargain.
Fine 35o sore 'Melt farm. well Improved
0. H. ANDERSON. J. B. ALLENSWoarli.
ANDES° & ALLEI3E1111
—Attorneys At Law,—
1-111PKINSVILLE, - KENTUCKY
Ofnce in Hopper Block—Up Stairs.
Opectal attention given t (mike
Linn
Mcmiq 11:sn, M.
Proct,ce limited to di,. sees of the
Eye, Ear, Xose and Throat.
Office in MeDsiiiel Building, Oppo-
site Court House.
HOPIKINSVILLE, KENTUCKY.
E. P. RUSSELL,
(Formerly (if Elkton, Ky.)
Pityka: Aral Sucm,
--Wiles at Dr. H ivknisor's I rid posed
V011rt allraoi
HUNTER WOOD
iticriloY Al LE
,Prion IF mo•Plett "TAO"
*LA. piaallaill ta 51115 sauna Si CarteMS
.ed 64intrti •nr n 1.1 so re,
HUGH AlcKEE
A.ttornelr AM. Law.
Special attention paid to the collec-
tion of cisium. (NIce over Planter
Bank.
I) mile, from llopkinsville, "inundates ol
timber and running s•ter,
Varrn of 1116 acre*, nen Montgomery, In
Trigg comity, Ky , well improeed and saki
an abundance. of timber aid water, good
tielgtthorhoed and Sue hind. A bargain.
We heve ere forma ran„-tne from Zen) 120e
acres anti In price from ad' OS to seu is per
acre. Callon or address.
BUCKNER & HATS.
VSTOD,'T
WORK
—ON-
1_4043
There ale many hair
growers made in the
United States and e1sl-
wherc4, but the thing to
do the work is
Ilarkt's
Will grow a mustache,
beard or any kind ot
hair at ally place on
human or animal akin.
50c. rye nate 415 tlecairteo-
any adoress.
F. W. Lzi NIEL', Co.,
covington, Ky
Cr 0 /AZ I) 0 IV
The Greatest Bred and Most Uniform Sire of
peed and Individuality tam ever stood in the
County.
Owing to the scarcity of money this Celebrated Stallion will serve
mares at
1E8634.3. Tola XThTfIEST-TR.E.
Money due when mare is known to be in Foal or parted with. Parties
desiring to raise fine horses would do well to call on Mr. P. H. McNaney
at It. H. Holland's park 1 mile from the city, on the Palruyin Ma&
PEDIGREE AND DESCRIPTION.
Gordon is a bay, 16 hands high, foaled May 12th, 1884, by the Great
Onward with 87 in the 2:30 list. 1st dam Carnlet, (daru of oycloue 2:13k,
sire of Dr. Sparks 2 yr. old, 2:251. by Hamlet 100. sire of 7 in 2:30. 2nd
dam, Favorite by Abdallah 15, wire of Goldsmith Maid 2:14 and 5 others
in 2:30. 3.-d damn by Mambrino Chief 11. sire of Lady Thorne 2:181 and
others in 2:30. 4th (law by Tom Crowder. 8th darn by Grey Eagle.
flth darn by Whip.
NOTE.-11cre is one of the grandest bred Manion% in Kentucky, 1.1,
inherits through Ills sire the blood of Ow great ,,t tieoegp Wilkes na,i
old folly Spanker, lam of 3 2t30, p rformera and all speed mires,
Through him 110111( 1 '(11111ht, whoie Anti has sired speed of the highest or
iler, she being by linetlet sou of the otturtle Volunteer, through lit. lind
ilam, Alex's Alehillali who had no equal fur his opportuuttiom aul ill Ins
3rd dint Mambrino Chief himself a sire. Mtu'i's kept at rettitimaitle
Aililreini all communications to P. H. NteN.tNLY, Hoplieurvills, Ky,
LO. 'i.e.
COLUMBIA BICYCLES,
Victor Bicycles,
y racuse Bicycles,
Eagele Altair Bicycles,
Waverly Bicycles,
Templar Bicycles,
Also a Line of Boy's Wheeles.
ALL ON INSTALLMENT PLAN'
FORS & BRO.
W. E. RAGS!) %LK. R. 5.. I iiiil'El-1,,
Ragsdale, Cooper & co.,
—PROPRIETORS OF -
MAIN : STREET : TOBACCO : WAREHOUSE
BETWEEN TENTH AND ELEVENTH,
- - - Kentucky.
Special attention to sampling and selling tobacco. Liberal advancements
made on consignments. The farmers of Christian county will find it
their interest to patronize the Hopkinsville market.
W. E. RAGSDALE, Salesman.
GEORGE W. YOUNG
MANUFACTURER : OF--
Galvanized Iron Corice, Tin Slated A Iron Roofing,
Guttering and all kinds of Job Work,
Seventh Street,
zzolm=1\TS-77I1-11.‘=, - 2CY
MeTtLow.—It was a good turn you did me when you told me of
Clairette So.tp. It makes the clothes whiter than any other, and saves
time and work,
kiatv.—Ves, and at does not injure the hands or the clothes.
CLA I RETIE SOAP.
Ibiliweyobsso. Made by THE N. K. FAIRBANK OMPANY, St. Loads.
5.
ad
The Beat Shoes for
tot. Least Money.
a
14/1 L DOUGLAS
3 SHOE 'Mr
S40eakles -,.(n W aterproof. il. 4 bold at mlat pone.
f fed
and 133.5C Drell, s.ctroop.
sa.cio Tep,wa. no., 3 Solos.
tor es er inweie.
82.50, and 82 Shoes,
'Ito Is THE BEs-r43. ,.. 
Le4,..,:ad III the prin.
$3, s2t...s501E$62', $1.75
h....iti: kt it, : ...In rt:dt y. 11A•hn, 7.47rAkulles.
.t. re the
kit:ILA:40u serviceable. beat
I 1114twl up•is hay 1Es• IDE . L.
Boys 82 & 81.75 School She..
'3f10E 0 TITE voill)
Doftgla• Obora. N•ro•
am price stamped en
STYLE:(04, 
bottom. !trot Sins
Max..
AU nit ,
DEALERS who push the saie.of W. L. Douglas :Aloes gain cos. ,-ners,
which helps to incr:ase the sales on their full line of goods. They ma
aBbrd to sell at a lose street, said we believe you oat say, money by Maytag al; your
footwear of the dealer advertised below. Catalogue free upon application.
For Sale bY M A w.MOTH CLOTHINC & tHOE CO..
Hopkinsville, Ky.
3E3 I CYCI...MB
—Styles and Prices to suit all purchasers. Make your own terms—
HOW MUCH and WHEN you want to pay—we furnish the Bicycles.
INIMI21E.1811111
As handsome a line of colors as can be found anywhere an d the ma-
sortment is kept complete. When your selection is made you are not
told "we are junk out of that shade." As to quality—we will tiatisfy you
that "W. P. P."(Wieder's Prepared Paint) makes a better job for looks
and durability than any Paint you can buy, and at less cost than even
Lead and Oil. When you buy • gallon of "W. P. P." you get:the United
State's Standard Gallon of 231 cubic inches. full measure and more
WEIGHT than any Paint known to us. And if ONE GALLON will not
cover 300 SQUARE FEET—TWO COATS—we will not accept pay for
what is lacking,,but furnish it free. Th-member too, you ladies who may
gee this, when yOu wish to paint a hearth, grate. chair or other small arti-
cles, you don't have to buy larger packages than is needed. 15 cents is
often sufficient for such things.
New Hardware Store, 'Lb and Virginia Ste.
C. U. LAYNE,
_s_.-seree I.
Suoc%sat to Polk CaosIti,
LIVERY, FEED AND SALK STABLE, sel't..7731th aad "11,41)
good riciLoIth and wills, it drivers, furnished day or night. specie, rates &Lateran
moo. Arsegroel and commodious; good lot room sttiotnlas s ws :me roam MB
sales.
Special Attention Given to Boarding Noise&
GEO, MATTINGLY EcO.
'TILLERS
Kentucky SUNSHINE Whiskey.
Art"tiOLERALrIZ."
 Dr.ALF RS  
ANHATISER —BUM, BEER
OWENSBORO • KENTUCKY
HES AN ARTIST
-41ZD SO IS--
OU RC UT TER
It you want to see an elegant assort
meat of imported suitinge, vesting's:id
panting's, don't forget the
Ct. a. elictliale) :=C:01.11130
Our workmen are of the very finest Artist and we re-
ipectfully invite you to call and inspect oau NOBBY line
and get prides that will astonish you, for the next 30 days,
Yours Truly,
N. TOBIN.
NAT GAITHKR JAS. WEST
Caitt-vm• & West,
IEEEANT,
mekwurs
Prpi )! 673 PLANTER'S WAREHOUSt.
Hopkinsville, - - Ky.
Fultoti Avenue Brewery
IFD
LAGER AND DART BEER
Made from pare Malt aud Hops Wa/ ranted Strictly Pure
KerA in Ouantitles on toe and Can be Furnish•
ed on Short Rotice.
Ben Long. Ag't floPkinville, Ky.
CAR LOAD LOTS
SHINGLES,
FLOORING
AND CEILING
CON /811r)
J. Li. 14A-11-GR 0-
it. I, LITTRIJ.. President. Is. B. LONG. Vtee President W. T. TANDY, Cashier
CT Y 323-es-NMC,
Coruaar Satsaliallitai SC.a.la. Street*.
C ANTAL $00,000.00.
UNDIVIDED PROFITS $4,000.00.
Is Bask Offers Its Service* Ti The Public as a Sato Defisdbar
a It • ...•••44 Vi22"
Oweakeirlige
, .
IttoPPentliatoart 9.et-...rmtattettappatteta.a..-4- --
-
reojita'Atirotts.,:pw•.:detec,Ktegt,t ta4,it,-.•  •
ASP'
